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Abstract 
Baluns are key components in balanced circuit topologies such as balanced 
mixers, antenna feed networks, and push-pull amplifiers. Most of balun 
configurations employ either distributed or lumped elements. The bandwidth of 
distributed baluns are much broader than lumped-element baluns. However, 
distributed baluns consist of sections of quarter wave-length transmission lines or 
coupled lines at the center frequency of operation. Such structures occupy large area 
in RF frequencies. The A,/4 line sections can be made more compact by meandering 
the lines. However, this leads to a degradation of amplitude balance performance 
between balanced ports. Owing to this reason, it will be highly desirable to have a 
compact broadband structure in the wireless and mobile communications market. 
In this thesis, a new compact and broadband balun structure employing both 
lumped and distributed elements is proposed and implemented with Low 
Temperature Cofired Ceramic (LTCC) technology. The addition of lumped 
capacitors reduce the required otherwise M coupled-line length greatly . The 
theory and design method of the proposed capacitor loaded coupled line are 
described in detail in this thesis. The conventional quarter wave-length line is then 
replaced by the capacitor loaded coupled line as the key element of coupled-line 
balun. The proposed configuration has been verified by a proven EM simulation 
model in this report. The concept of capacitor loaded coupled line can also be used in 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Baluns serve many applications in RF and microwave communications, radar, 
and instrumentation equipment. The balun is an acronym for balanced-to-unbalanced 
converter. The word "balun" is created from the two words "BALanced “ and 
"UNbalanced". Power fed into the unbalanced port is split half and half at the two 
balanced ports with 180° out of phase between the two ports. 
Balun is an extremely important component in many microwave applications as 
it is required for microwave devices (e.g. balanced mixers and push-pull amplifiers) 
for the transformation from a balanced medium to an unbalanced one. The Bluetooth 
Transceiver Module shown in Fig. 1.1 is one of application examples. According to 
the transceiver architecture, it is found that LNA and driver amplifier are all working 
in balanced mode such that the RF input and output ports are fed in or out by 
differential signal. There is a common antenna for transmission and reception, and 
an antenna switch is placed to perform the sharing duty. However, both the antenna 
and the antenna switch are working in unbalanced mode. Obviously, balanced to 
unbalance converters have to be added in the Bluetooth transceiver module, one for 
transmitter and one for receiver respectively. Its function is employed to change a 
single-ended signal, i.e. a signal that is referenced to ground, to a balanced signal 
with equal potentials with respect to ground but opposite polarity, which means the 
signal is referenced from one port terminal to the other port terminal of the balanced 
port. 
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Baluns serve as a transformer used to connect 
between balanced transmission line device and 
^ unbalanced transmission line device 
RX BALUN 
J — — 1 LNA Y LIMITER 
2402MHz.0 2.195MHZ ANTENNA x ^ ^ ' T Y ^ ^ 
OdBlU'-ZOdBm y 卜 l U t K ^ _ ^ � DISCRIMINATOR 
L ~ l l ^ x -^pi-r  
° "1 VCO ——Wf 13 MHz 
TV A BUFFER CLOCK 
ANTENN/ „ J X G E N E R A T I O N ~ K ! MHz 
SWITCH AIvlPLlPIER 
� 1 , _ ——M 3.2 kHz 
TX BALUN r & i T ^ 丨眺rfl^RN ^ ^ 
GLPF I T*"  
W7020 RADIO MODULE TANK | - ^ L P F |—I 
i 1 
NOTE； SHADED AREA TRANSMITTER 
IS EXTERNAL TO MODULE ‘丨 丨“ UNLOCK PLL 
Fig 1.1 Circuit block diagram of a Bluetooth module 
1.1 Balun Structures 
Fig. 1.2 illustrates the equivalent circuit of a balun where a single-ended 
source Es, with source impedance Zoa, is connected at the input, and loads Zob are 
connected at the output (Note: The balanced port impedance, Zsai of the balun is 
2 • Z�b.). The dotted lines connecting the indicated pointes to ground illustrating 
possible connections of balanced or unbalanced loads at the output of the balun. 
If a balun is ideal, i.e.，both loss-less and impedance matched at both the source 
(Zoa = Zunbai) and load (2Zob = Zeai )，the following equations are held 
E^ E 2 
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with N = ^ 
For the special case of Zoa = Zob, the balun may be utilized as a power 
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Fig. 1.2 Balun Equivalent Circuit 
(Zunbai - Unbalanced Port Impedance, Zbui - Balanced Port Impedance) 
According to the data sheet of balun manufacturers (e.g. Johanson Technology), 
baluns with wide range of impedance ratios (Zunbai (Ohm) / Zsai (ohm)) are available 
for RF engineers. Baluns with impedance ratios 50 : 50, 50 : 100 and 50 : 200 are 
most commonly used in practical RF circuits. 
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1.2 Balun Parameters 
^ Port 2 
(Balanced 




�( B a l a n c e d  
Port) 
{Port 1 is unbalanced port, while Port2 and Port3 are balanced ports.) 
For an ideal lossless balun, its scattering matrix can be expressed as: 
0 丄 z l 
V2 V^ 
[S]b— = 2 2 
z l i i 
V2 2 2 
Based on the S-parameters, the characteristics of an ideal balun are as follow: 
i) For amplitude characteristic: |S2l| = |S3l| = -3dB (or 0.707) 
ii) For phase characteristic: |ZS21 - ZS31| = 180° 
iii) For the case of perfect matching at all ports, |S11 | 
is zero (no reflection at Port 1). 
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Terms for analysis of balun performance 
Amplitude Balance (dB) : Measure of the difference in amplitude between the 
two differential output ports, port 2 and port 3. 
Phase Balance (degrees) : Measure of the difference in phase between the two 
differential outputs. The phase balance of an ideal 
balun should be ±180. 
Return Loss (dB): Loss due to reflection at any port. 
1.3 LTCC Multi-layer Balun 
In recent years, the size reduction of RF components are an important part in the 
wireless and mobile communication system for the miniaturization and cost 
reduction. The demand of compact baluns is also increasing in the wireless 
communication market.. 
The Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) is going to be the mainstream 
technology for fabricating a multilayer balun. This technology allows people to 
embed passive and distributed components in a low-loss multilayer ceramic substrate. 
Various types of baluns such as lumped-element baluns, semi-lumped-element baluns 
and distributed baluns were proposed. Multilayer configurations can provide 
advantages to all these types of balun. For the lumped-element baluns, the designed 
multilayer chip balun configuration can be made more compact and flexible [1], as 
the embedded passive and distributed components are realized by implementing the 
multilayer chip inductors and capacitors. The high Q LTCC embedded inductors 
and capacitors can also improve the loss performance. Distributed baluns consist of 
5 
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two quarter-wave (klA) long, at the center frequency of operation, coupled-line 
sections, and are commonly used on broadband application. With an overall 
half-wave QJl ) long physical size, coupled line balun can be constructed in 
multi-layer structure (Fig. 1.3) to achieve a comparably smaller size than fabricated 
on Printed Circuit Board (PCB). 
F'.:,rt 3 
r � �“ ‘ ‘ I ‘ • • ， ， ' “ 】 一 
1 " # 丨 1 丨 “ | _ , “ . ’ 酬 』 丨 ， Y f _ ^ Lciver 4 
Fig. 1.3 Multi-layer structure of an LTCC-MLC balun 
However, simply implementing the typical lumped element or coupled line 
balun configuration on LTCC technology is not well suited to designing a compact 
broadband balun with good performance. Lumped -element baluns employing 
low-pass high -pass filter structures. Unfortunately, these structures often exhibit 
poor balun balance across frequency and narrow bandwidth. On the other hand, 
implementation of the quarter wave-length coupled-line baluns topology on a 
multilayer LTCC substrate still occupies large circuit areas, except at very high 
frequencies. Though it can be made more compact in a spiral structure it results in 
increased design complexity and degraded performance. 
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1.4 Original Contributions of The Thesis 
A new miniaturized chip-type LTCC multi-layer ceramic balun with excellent 
performance is presented in this thesis. The balun is designed in the ISM band 
(center frequency = 2.4 GHZ) and fabricated with multi-layer configuration using 
Ferro A6-S ceramic tape (er = 5.9). The balun structures employing a new concept 
called capacitor loaded coupled line. The loaded capacitors can possibly reduce the 
length of A/4 line section by 70%. The new lumped-distributed balun structure 
comprises of two short (length « X/4 ) coupled-line sections and nine (9) 
capacitors. 
The main contributions of this thesis include: 
1) Catalogues all the existing conventional balun configurations (i.e. lumped 
and distributed baluns), and complete analysis of their characteristics, 
advantages and disadvantages. 
2) A new size-reduction method for strip coupled-line is proposed which utilizes 
combinations of short high-impedance strip coupled lines and shunt lumped 
capacitors. 
3) Apply the capacitor loaded coupled line concept to construct a size-reduction 
broadband coupled line. A design procedure for designing the new compact 
coupled-line balun with given specific unbalanced port impedance (Zunbai) 
and balanced port impedance (Zfiai) is proposed in this thesis. 
4) The multilayer LTCC architecture of the new couple-line balun is proposed. 
This overall size of the balun is 4 mm x 5.49 mm x 1.64 mm. 
7 
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Chapter 2 Background 
In this section, theories of different types of baluns will be discussed. Various 
balun configurations developed in recent years can be categorized into two main 
groups: lumped elements baluns and distributed element baluns. 
2.1 Lumped Elements Baluns 
Quarter-wave transformer is a useful and practical circuit for impedance 
matching. Fig. 2.1 shows the equivalent transmission-line representation of the 
balun. Each balance port is connected to a 入/4 and 3入/4 transformer, respectively, 
in order to accomplish matching and out-of phase conditions. 
Rl ——VW~ 
Zs ^ V W ~ 
+ ^ 3 入/4 ——• 
0 1 z� I——m 
- • _ 
Fig. 2.1 Equivalent transmission-line representation of the balun with 入/4 and 
3A/4 transformers. ( where Zs - Source impedance, Rl - load 
impedance, Characteristic impedance 
z � = PZS.RL ) 
The design of all lumped-elements balun is based on the lumped-element 
equivalent circuit of X/4 and 3X/4 transformers [2]. The technique used was to 
derive the equivalent "tc" and "T" networks for the X/4 and 3入/4 transmission line 
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segments. By equating the ABCD matrix elements of the transmission lines to the 
ABCD matrix elements of the lumped element networks at the design center 
frequency. 
For a lossless transmission line (a = 0) 
^ — — L — — > 
— J — 
Z o , P = 0 
— > -
A B cos PL jZoSinpL 
C D — jYoSin PL cos PL (2.1) 
For PL = 90° (Case of X/4 transmission line), 
_ ~ 一 
A B 0 jZo 
C D _ jYo 0 (2.2) 
一 ~ I * ~ ~ “ 
For pL = 2 7 0 �( C a s e of 3X/4 transmission line), 
I_ ~I I~ 一 
A B 0 -jZo 
C D — -jYo 0 (2.3) 
一 1 I * 
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2.1.1 Ay4 Transmission Line Equivalent Circuit Model 
For a X/4 transmission line segment can be modeled as a low-pass "ti" or "T" 
networks, shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 respectively. 




� A B ] � 1 0 " | � 1 j ) ( ] �1 0"] 
[ C D � = [ j ^ 1 � [ _ 0 1 � L j ^ : 1 � 
ABCD _ � 1 - 很 1 
Matrix - [ ] 明 0 ^ 1 - > « ： 」 
Table 2.1 "tc" type equivalent-circuit representation for 入/4 transmission line 
and its ABCD matrix 
Equating the ABCD elements of the “71” network (Table 2.1) to the matrix elements 
of the transmission line shown in (2.2), yields the following results: 
XLBC = 1 and XL=COL = ZO => L = Z O / � 
Therefore, Bc=a)C = Yo => C = "(coZ。） （2.4) 
10 





� A b"| � 1 j ) ( l � i o " j � i i)(] 
C D Z 0 1 jEb 1 0 1 
L_ —J I— —^  • —' 
ABCD _ � 1 -很 彻 ] 
Matrix L 供 」 
Table 2.2 "T" type equivalent-circuit representation for 入/4 transmission line 
and its ABCD matrix 
Equating the ABCD elements of the "T" network (Table 2.2) to the matrix elements 
of the transmission line shown in (2.2), yields the same results as “71” network: 
XlBc = 1 and XL=a)L = Zo => L = Z o / � 
Therefore, Bc=a)C = Yo C = l/(coZo) (2.5) 
A )J4 transmission line segment can be modeled as two stage low-pass “冗，’ or "T" 
networks, shown in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4，respectively. 
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J-Xl jX^   
i'Bc jBn __ jBc 旧 c 
u 
. . j X , jXL 
Circuit  
jBc ]2Br. jBc 
-.^― r^ r- -iss.-
� A B ] � 1 0 ~ | � 1 j X L ~ | � 1 0 ~ | � 1 j > ( | �1 0 ] 
C D = jBb 1 0 1 j 2 B b 1 �L � l ] [ j E t 1 � 
ABCD 
一�1-4XLBc+2\2BC2 1 
Matrix - ^ j E b ( 1 - \ B c ) ( 2 - X L B c ) 1 - 4 X ^ B �+ 2 巳。」 
Table 2.3 2 stage “71” type equivalent-circuit representation for X/4-
transmission line 
Equating the ABCD elements of the "T" network (Table 2.3) to the matrix elements 
of the transmission line shown in (2.2), yields the following result: 
XL =COL= Z J y f l and B C = �C = ( V ^ - L ) Y � （2.6) 
=：> L = Zo/(V2a)) and C = (V2 -1)/(coZo) 
12 




Circuit jX^  j2XL jX, 
_ r y ^ - y y ^  
jBc jBc 
� A b"! � 1 j X t i r 1 o 1 � 1 j 2 > ( l � 1 0 ~ | � 1 j X ^ 
C D 二 0 1 jBc 1 0 1 jBc 1 0 1 
I _ � l _ ” ‘ — ' '— —' ‘— ~ ‘ ~ � 
服 —L 2jBc(1-XLBc) � 
Matrix 
Table 2.4 2 stage "T" type equivalent-circuit representation for X/4 transmission line 
Equating the ABCD elements of the "T" network (Table 2.3) to the matrix elements 
of the transmission line shown in (2.2), yields the following result: 
Be = A ) C = Y � / V ^ and XL=COL= (V^ — 1 ) Z � （2.7) 
=0> C= 1/(V2 Z„(0) and L = (V2-l)Zo/co 
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2.1.2 3X/4 Transmission Line Equivalent Circuit Model 
For a 3入/4 transmission line segment can be modeled as a low-pass “71” or "T" 
networks, shown in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 respectively. 
Circuit ^ ^ ^ 
� A B] � 1 0 ] � 1 - j ) ^ �1 0 ] 
C D Z -jE| 1 0 1 -iB[ 1 ABCD L J U 义 」 L � L : � 
Matrix 一 「 1 
- L - j E [ ( 2 - ) ^ ) 1 - > ^ � 
Table 2.5 "ti" type equivalent-circuit representation for 3A,/4 transmission line 
and its ABCD matrix (where Bl = 1/coL & X �= 1 / �C ) 
Equating the ABCD elements of the “71” network (Table 2.5) to the matrix elements 
of the transmission line shown in (2.3)，yields the following results: 
XlBc = 1 and Bl= 1/(coL) = Yo L = Zo/(0 
Therefore, X c = l / ( �C ) = Z �= > C= 1/(Z�co) (2.8) 
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-jx, -jx. 
Circuit ^ 
� a b ] � 1 - j ) ^ � i o I i - j ) ^ ] 
C D Z 0 1 1J[0 1 」 
Matrix “ L 1 - 組 」 
Table 2.6 "T" type equivalent-circuit representation for 3X/4 transmission line 
and its ABCD matrix 
Equating the ABCD elements of the "T" network (Table 2.6) to the matrix elements 
of the transmission line shown in (2.3)，yields the same results as “71” network: 
X l B c = 1 and B l = l / ( a ) L ) = Y o 。 L = Zo/a) 
Therefore, Xc=l/(a)C) = Z � C = 1/(Z�⑴） （2.9) 
A 3入/4 transmission line segment can be modeled as two stage high-pass ‘‘兀，，or "T" 
networks, shown in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8, respectively. 
15 
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Circuit 丨  
^ ^-JBL ^ - J B l ^ -JBL 
‘ - X 4=- -4-
u 
•iXc - j X , 
� A B~1 � 1 0~1�1 - j x 3 � 1 o" l�1 - j X c " ] � 1 0 ] 
C D — - j B L 1 0 1 - j 2 B L 1 0 1 - j B ^ 1 
A B C D L 」L 」 L 
M a t r i x - | _ - ] 2 6 ^ ( 1 - 哪 2 - 卿 1 - 4 X ^ B , + 2 」 
Table 2.7 2 stage "ti" type equivalent-circuit representation for 3入/4 
transmission line (where Bl = 1 / �L & Xc = 1/coC) 
Equating the ABCD elements of the “71” network (Table 2.7) to the matrix elements 
of the transmission line shown in (2.3)，yields the following result: 
X c = l / ( � C ) = Z � / V ^ and B l = 1/(o)L) = ( V 2 - l ) Y o (2.10) 
C = V 2 / ( c o Z J and L = Zo / ( (V2- l )a ) ) 
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-PC� -iX� -iX, -IX, 
Circuit C C 
J-iBu p i B u 
“ U “ 
•jX, -iX"2 -jX� 
� A B] � 1 - j ) ^ � 1 o ] � 1 - j 2 > ( | � 1 o"l�1 
C D 二 0 1 -jEL 1 0 1 -jE[ 1 0 1 
ABCD L �L 
— � 1 - 4 ) t B L + 2 X c 2 B [ 2 例 1 - 哪 2 - ) < ^ ) " | 
Matrix — L -2jE[(1-XcBL) 1 - 4 ) ^ + 2 X ^ 2 6 ^ 2 � 
Table 2.8 2 stage "T" type equivalent-circuit representation for 3X/4 
transmission line 
Equating the ABCD elements of the "T" network (Table 2.8) to the matrix elements 
of the transmission line shown in (2.3), yields the following result: 
B l = 1/((0L) = Y„/V2 and X c = l/(a ) C ) = ( V 2 - l ) Z o (2.11) 
=> L= V2Z„/co and C = 1/((V2 -1)coZo) 
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2.1.3 Design Procedure of Lumped Element Balun 
In sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, equivalent circuit models of 入/4 and 3X/4 
transmission line are already introduced. By employing those models, lumped 
element balun can be designed in different topologies. The design procedure of 
lumped element balun can be summarized as follow: 
1) Specific the center frequency (Q，source impedance (Zs) and load 
impedance (RiJof the designed balun. 
2) Choose any of equivalent circuit models listed in Table 2.1 — 2.4 for 
入/4 and models in Table 2.5- 2.8 for 3入/4 transformers representation 
respectively. 
3) Connect the selected equivalent circuit models of 入/4 and 3入/4 
transformers in the configuration shown in FiV 2.2 
Equivalent circuit model of X/4 transformer 
_ _ F i 
——I ^ n ~ V W - n 
——vw— 
m ——I ^ """"Wr-n 
• 1 \ ‘ 
Equivalent circuit model of 3A/4 transformer 
Fig 2.2 Schematic configuration of lumped element balun (Z^ - source impedance, 
/？^  - load impedance, Characteristic impedance Z � = • R^ ) 
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L 
L1 
L = 4 . 6 8 9 nH ,/ 
C C 
C1 C 2 
C = 0 . 9 3 8 pF ^ C = 0 . 9 3 8 pF 
a) 
L C L 
L3 C3 L2 
L=4.689 nH 丄 0=0.938 pF '-=4.689 nH 
b) 
Kjuus-^ —Kj^.ur^ 
C L C L •• C 
C6 LJ6 L7 �一 C7 
00.388 pF l=6.3157 t+H ^ C=0.777 pF l=3.3157 rH 丁 C=0.388 pF 
— -
c) 
— . / - S n n n — ^  
L C10 L C9 
L9 丄 C=O663dfU0 丄 0=0.663pF 匕” 
L=1.942nH ^ @•㈨ P L=<3.884 nH ^ ^ 1=1.942 r+H 
I — ' _ 
d ) 
Fig. 2.3 Lumped equivalent circuit for 2.4 GHZ X/4 transmission line 
a) “71” network b) "T" network c) 2-stage “71” network 
d) 2-stage "T" network ( Z , - 5 0 n , R^ -50 Q., Z � = 70.7^2) 
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C 
C 1 
C = 0 .9 3 8 p F 
f — 
L 1 2 ^ L 1 
3 L = 4 . 6 8 9 n H J L = 4 . 6 8 9 n H 
a) 
c C 
C 3 C 1 1 
C = 0 . 9 3 8 pF C = 0 . 9 3 8 p F 
- I I 
I 1. 
d L3 
C L = 4 . 6 8 9 nH I 
• r 
b) 
c c C5 C7 C=1.326 pF C=1.326 pF 
- H H - — — 
L L L J L6 H L7 ^ L13 f L=11.32nH f L=5.66nH | L=11.32nH 
• •• — 
C) 
c c c 
CIO C9 C12 
O ^ ^ p F 0=1.13 pF C ^ ^ p F 
H I • L " H I — ‘ f T - H I — ^ 
k L10 5 L11 j L=6.63rH j 1=663 nH 
二 z r 
d ) 
Fig. 2.4 Lumped equivalent circuit for 2.4 GHZ 3入/4 transmission line 
a) “71” network b) "T" network c) 2-stage “冗，，network 
d) 2-stage "T" network (Z, = 50 , R^ =50 Q, Z � = 70 .7Q) 
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A 2.4 GHZ lumped element balun with (Z尸 50^2，R^ = 5 0 Q, 
Z � = • y j 2 Z凡= 7 0 . 7 Q) is chosen as an example in lumped balun design. 
By substituting Z �= 70.7 Q and fc = 2.4 GHZ ( i . e .�c = 27ifc) into equations 
(2.4) - (2.11), the values of parameters L and C consisted in the equivalent circuits of 
X/4 transformer and 3X/4- transformer can be determined, shown in Fig. 2.3 and 
Fig. 2.4. 
The most common four topologies of lumped element balun (Table 2.9) are: 
A) n-n topology ； B) T -T topology ； C) 2-stage n-n topology ； 
D) 2-secton T-T topology. The simulated result of lumped element baluns in all 
these topologies by ADS are shown from Fig. 2.5 to Fig. 2.12. 
Topology of Equivalent circuit Equivalent circuit Number of 
lumped model of A/4 model of 3X/4 Components 




topology 71 - network n - network 4 
B) T-T 
topology T - network T - network 6 
C) 2-stage 
71-71 topology 2-stage network 2-stage n - network 8 
D) 2-secton 
T-T topology 2-stage T - network 2-stage T - network 10 
Table 2.9 Summary of 4 most common lumped element balun 
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1. 
1 I L12 
！ I L=4.689 nH 
} '' ^ I C I C ,t:L_ Term ；erm 丨 CI | C12 ^ Term2 > :erm1‘ , 士 C=0.938 pF 士 C=0.938 pF > Num=2 
f，二 ! T ! T T Z=50 Ohm I Z=50 Ohm ！ ] |__J 
一 一 I 丨 C3 ~ I I C=0.938 pF i i ~ t ； I I , I , t lerm I . ' ！ L Term3 
Parallel R e s o n a t o r y ^ ？ t “ . + 9 nH f t=4.689 nH z"二hm 
(can be omitted in ！ j ^ “ 
‘ I iiImi • I I I • the schematic) I_ ~ ！ = ~ Fig. 2.5 n-n topology lumped element balun (center frequency fc = 2.4 GHZ) 
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Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.9 are the schematics of n-n topology and 2- stage n-n topology 
lumped element balun, respectively. Parallel resonators in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.9’ 
which is boxed with a red dashed line, can be omitted since the susceptance of a 
parallel LC resonator is zeros at the center frequency of the balun. Therefore, there 
are 4 and 8 components (L and C) involved in the final equivalent circuit of n-n 
topology and 2-stage n-n topology lumped element balun [14], respectively. 
The return losses, |S(1，1)|，and the phase difference between balance ports of all 
topology lumped element baluns are less than -20 dB over the frequency band from 2 
to 2.6 GHZ. (or 33.3 % at 2.4 GHZ) and 180° , respectively. However, the bandwidth 
of frequency range in which the amplitude imbalance is less than 0.3dB are different 
among baluns with different topologies. The bandwidth in percentage at center 
frequency of 2.4 GHZ are listed in Table. 2.10. 
Lower Band Upper Band Bandwidth (MHZ) 
frequency (fg frequency (fn) (Amplitude 
(GHZ) (GHZ) imbalance < 0.3 dB) 
A) n-n topology 2.357 2.443 86 
(3.6 % at 2.4 GHZ) 
B) T-T topology 2.357 2.443 86 
(3.6 % at 2.4 GHZ) 
C) 2-stage n-n 2.154 2.675 521 
topology (21.7 % at 2.4 GHZ) 
D) 2-stage T-T 2.175 2.64 465 
topology (19.4% at GHZ) 
Table. 2.10 Bandwidth of lumped element baluns with different topologies 
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With a comparison of bandwidth among lumped element baluns with different 
topologies, baluns designed in single stage n-n and T-T topologies offer much 
narrower bandwidth (BW = 86 MHZ) than the ones designed in 2-stage n-n topology 
(BW = 521 MHZ) and 2-stage T-T topology (BW = 463 MHZ), n-n and 2-stage n-n 
configuration are more popular to be applied on balun design, as they require less 
components in their equivalent circuit models (caused by cancellation of parallel 
resonator effect) than T-T or 2-stage T-T configuration. 
In practice, the experimental result of any lumped element baluns must be poorer 
than the simulated one. The first reason is that, in simulation, all the components 
(inductors and capacitors) involved in the schematic are assumed to be ideal (lossless, 
no parasitic and no dispersion). However, this is not the actual case. An ideal 
inductor would have only inductance, but an actual inductor also has series resistance 
and distributed capacitance between windings. (Fig. 2.13). Similarly, an actual 
capacitor is not a pure capacitance, but it also has both resistance and inductance, as 
shown in the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.14. 
The non-ideal characteristics of components results in increased design 
complexity, and often exhibit poor balun balance across frequency band. Another 
reason of poor experimental result of lumped element balun is the unwanted coupling 
effect between components. With the account of this problems，it is difficult to 
design a compact broadband lumped element balun. 
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Fig. 2.13 Lumped element equivalent circuit model for actual capacitor 
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Fig. 2.14 Lumped element equivalent circuit model for actual inductor 
a) Serial inductor b) Shunt Inductor 
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2.2 Distributed Baluns 
Conventional distributed baluns consist of sections of transmission lines, or 
coupled lines, which are UA long at the center frequency of operation. The simplest 
transmission-line balun is already introduced in section 2.1, its schematic is shown in 
Fig.2.1. Since a 3Ay4 transmission line is employed in the balun configuration, 
transmission-line balun occupy large circuit areas. 
Coupled-line baluns are the most commonly used distributed baluns in 
broadband application. Various coupled-line balun configurations have been 
reported for applications in microwave integrated circuits (MICs) and microwave 
monolithic integrated circuit (MMICs), and low temperature co-fired ceramic 
(LTCC). Among all distributed baluns, Marchand balun is one of the most 
attractive one due to its wide-band performance. To analysis the properties of 
Marchand balun, the background of coupled line has to be understood clearly and 
will be discussed in the next section. 
2.2.1 Coupled Line 
Coupled line is a passive microwave component used for microwave power 
division. The schematic of a four-port coupled line is shown in Fig. 2.15. The four 
ports are labeled as "input, “direct，，(through), "coupled", and "isolated". Three 
important parameters that characterize a coupled line are its coupling, directivity and 
isolation, defined below: 
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p Coupling = — =Si2 = C 
户2 
p Directivity = — =813 (idealcase) 
P3 
p Isolation = — = S14 = (ideal case) 户4 
Coupled line 
P o r t i . w Port 3 
(•叩ut Port) ^ ^ (Direct Port) 
z � ^ ^ ^ Z� 
！ z � : 
Port 2 Port 4 
(Coupled Port) (isolated Port) 
0 C -j V i - C 0 
[SJcoupler C 0 - j V r ^ 
- j V i - c 0 0 c 
0 - j V i - C c 0 
Fig 2.15 Schematic and scattering matrix of a quarter wave coupled line 
Pi is the power input at port 1 and P3 and P4 are power outputs at port 3 and 4, 
respectively. For an ideal coupled line, there is no power at port 4. The directivity of 
the ideal couple line is infinite and its coupling factor is C. The scattering matrix of 
an ideal coupled line is shown in Fig. 2.15. All the ports are assumed to be matched. 
The matching condition is: 
Zoe Zoo = Zo 
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In practice, there are two types of coupled lines, microstrip coupled line 
(Fig. 2.16) and strip coupled line (Fig. 2.17 ). For the case of microstrip coupled line, 
the conductors are placed on the substrate and exposed in the air. Strip coupled 
lines are enclosed in the substrate. There are two types of coupled striplines: Fig. 
2.17a) represent a classical coupled stripline structure, called the "Edgeside coupled 
stripline" (ECS). Its coupling coefficient can be tuned by adjusting the spacing 
between conductors. Although edge-coupled lines are easier to fabricate, they are 
not suitable for tight coupling as the required spacing between conductors is too 
small in that case. Tight coupling can be obtained by placing coupled lines in a 
broadside manner. Fig. 2.17 b) represent another structure in coupling striplines, 
named “ Broadside coupled line" (BCS). Unlike ECS, BCS can achieve tight 
coupling of the order of 2 to 3 dB, as the coupling coefficient not only depends on 
the spacing of conductors, but also the height of substrate. 
厂 t 
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4— W~• — W•! 
b 
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Fig. 2.16 Microstrip Coupled line 
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Fig 2.17 a) Edgeside-Coupled Lines in Stripline b) Broadside-Coupled Lines in 
Stripline (w - width of conductor; s - Spacing between conductor; 
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According to Fig. 2.15, the S-matrix of Marchand balun was assumed that S(l,4) of 
the coupled line be 0 at all frequency. Fig. 2.18 is the ADS simulation result which 
shows the isolation, S(l,4), performance of microstrip and strip coupled line with 
coupling coefficient of 0.572, the isolation performance of strip coupled line is 
higher as its S(l，4) is -45 dB, much closer to 0 than the one of microstrip coupled 
line. With excellent isolation performance, strip coupled line are always to be chosen 
as component of broadband balun. Broadside strip couple lines are used to achieve 
tight couplings . 
2.2.2 Marchand Balun 
As shown in Fig. 2.16, Marchand balun consists of two coupled sections, each 
one consists of one quarter-wavelength long at center frequency of operation. In the 
following analysis of Marchand balun and any other coupled line baluns, the coupled 
lines are all assumed to be ideal. 
Coupled line 
^ m • 
Port1 Port2 
(Unbalanced ^ “ ？ 
Port) 1 < z 
I r \ 
^ Balanced Ports  
^ n Porta i / ^ 
" < m • < 
Coupled line p 
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By using the voltage wave ‘s relationships (the detail derivation can be found in 
Appendix A), the S-parameters of the Marchand balun can be obtained, which has 
the form 
1 - 3 C ' y 2 c V l - C ' 7 2 C V I - C ' 
1 + C ' “ 1 + C ' l + C 
「口 _ ；2CV1-C^ l-C 2C2 
LMba 丨肌= 1 + C2 T T ^ 
2C2 l - c 2 
i + c ' i + c ' i + C 
From Appendix I，it can be proved that the required coupling factor, C, for optimum 
power transfer of-3dB to each of balanced ports (Port2 and Port3), is 0.5774 or 
4.77 dB. To achieve 4.77 dB, broadside coupled striplines are used as the component 
of Marchand balun. With a known characteristic impedance Z。，permittivity (8r), 
substrate thickness, and coupling coefficient ( C )，the conductor width (w) and 
separation (s) between broadside strip coupled lines can be determined by Bahl and 
Bhartia equation [4]. Based on the equation, conventional Marchand balun can 
easily be implemented. For a 2.4 GHZ Marchand balun with 64.4 mil thickness 
Ferro substrate ( £厂 = 5 . 9 )， t h e conductor width estimated is 13.53 mil. The spacing 
between conductors is 8.03 mil. Each coupled line is in quarterwave length long, 
therefore, the overall size of Marchand balun is halfwave length long 
(i.e. 2 X 506.5 mil = 1013 mil). The ADS simulation result of Marchand balun 
characteristic is shown in Fig. 2.20. The balun's performance has alow Sn at 
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center frequency of 2.4 GHZ, and equal power split, (i.e. S21 and S31 are -3.02 dB). 
The phase difference of S21 and S31 is 180°. However, there are 2 difficulties to 
fabricate that Marchand balun. Firstly, the halfwave length long balun allocate a 
large physical size. Though, the size can be reduced by designing balun in multilayer 
and spiral configuration, degradation of performance was reported [5]. 
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Fig. 2.19 ADS simulation platform of 2.4 GHZ Marchand balun in broadside strip 
coupled line 
For Ferro substrate, the tape thickness is 3.8 um. However, the spacing required for 
broadside coupled lines is 8.03 um (Fig. 2.19) which is not a multiple of one tape 
thickness. Therefore, the Marchand balun design can not be fabricated in LTCC 
technology owing to the tape thickness limitation in any cases. 
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Fig. 2.20 ADS simulation result of Marchand balun simulated by IE3D 
a) Return loss b) Magnitude Characteristic of Balanced Ports 
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2.2.3 Stepped Impedance Balun 
Marchand balun is the most commonly used broadband balun. Since the size 
of quarter-wave length of balun is proportional to the wavelength of center frequency, 
its size is prohibitively large. Tang and Sheen [6] proposed a coupled lines 
shrinkage method by using stepped impedance method. 
Fig. 2.21 b) is the equivalent circuit of Marchand balun. The structure is 
adopted from the concept of the stepped impedance method. A typical quarterwave 
length coupled line comprises the multi-section coupled transmission line. The 
coupled lines are with the even and odd impedance of Zoei and Zo�i with respect to 
section i. At the center frequency, the input impedances of two circuits in 
N L H T H 
UrtHlaroed , 4 � 
R^ rt 叫 1 1 H'C^en 
^ h ^ I 
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b) 
Fig. 2.21 a) Conventional Marchand Balun b) Equivalent circuit of Marchand 
Balun in stepped impedance method concept 
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Fig. 2.21 c) Conventional Model of Marchand Balun (Upper circuit) 
Simplified Model of Marchand Balun (Lower circuit) 
the two circuits in Fig. 2.21 c) are the same as for the balanced port. This can be 
verified by ADS circuit simulator, the ADS simulation platform and result, shown in 
Fig. 2.22 a) and b) respectively, proved that the upper circuit is equivalent to the 
lower circuit. The simplified model of Marchand balun (Fig. 2.23 a) is a coupled-line 
model. The decoupling from the coupled-line model in Fig. 2.23a) to the 
single-line model (Fig. 2.23b) is valid for the cases that the effect between ground 
plane and the transmission line 03 and 01 in Fig. 2.23 a) can be neglected in the tight 
coupling case since the lines 04 and 02 acts as a shielding layer between ground 
plane and，line 03 and 01. In such a case, the lines 04 and 02 (Fig. 2.23 a) can be 
treated as the ground line of the transmission line between 03 and 01. The 
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straight-line sections without rectangular boxes in Fig. 2.23 b) represent the ground 
lines which take into consideration the effect between coupled lines. The effect 
between the 04 and 02 in Fig. 2.23a) and the ground plane is represented as the 
transmission line sections between 04(02) and 05(06) in Fig. 2.23b). With a 
symmetry structure of the single-line Marchand balun model,，the impedance 
matching can be deduced from an analysis of the left part of the simplified circuit 
model (Fig. 2.23b), by placed an electric-wall at the center of the model. 
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Fig. 2.22 a) Simulation platform of input impedance of balanced port of 
conventional model and simplified model of Marchand balun 
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After decoupling from coupled line, the transmission section between 03 and 01 in 
Fig. 2.23 c) is reference to the reference ground lines (drawn by a straight 
line) instead of ground plane. However, the distributed unbalanced port is still 
o ； ^ ^ T — ] — I r n I � j 
c 120 "V —0— Conventional model of 
•S £ 115 \ Marchand balun   
£ ^ \ Simplified model of ^ 
Z o 110 “ Marchand balun 
(0 0) QC 90 -J  
2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 
Frequency (GHZ) 
0 4 0 ^ I — — I — — I — — I  
flj ^ 30 -a—Conventional model of  
1 百 — Marchand balun  
E o 20 -A-Simplified model of  
^ 1 0 - = Marchand balun 
« -S -30 — ^  •5) I -40 -J i- 
— 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 
Frequency (GHZ) 
Fig. 2.22 b) Simulation result of input impedance of balanced port of 
conventional model and simplified model of Marchand balun 
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Fig. 2.23 a) Simplified coupled-line model of Marchand Balun une) 
b) Simplified single-line model of Marchand Balun 
c) Left part of simplified single-line model of Marchand Balun 
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(Capacitor) (Trimming line) 
] T • « 七-
(Inductor) 
[ = • < = 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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p n n o Z  
f-L-i 
e) 
Fig. 2.24 a) Left part of the single-line Marchand balun model without 
unbalance port 
b) Stepped Impedance concept (n = 2) applied on model in a) 
c) Simplified model of b) 
d) Lumped-element equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.24c) 
e) Lumped-element equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.24c) with 
unbalanced port load 
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reference to ground plane, as decoupling only have effect on coupled line. 
Therefore, there are two grounding reference (Reference ground line (Circuit A) and 
ground plane (Circuit B)) in the left part of simplified single-line model of Marchand 
Balun (Fig. 2.23c). To avoid misunderstanding, the distributed unbalanced 
impedance is not involved in the further analysis of stepped impedance balun. 
Fig. 2.24a) is the left part of simplified single-line model of Marchand Balun. 
As mentioned before, the transmission section between 03 and 01 is reference to the 
reference ground lines. With the insertion of electric wall, the transmission section 
(node A) is forced to be conducted to the ground plane. The transmission section 
and reference ground line are both in quarterwave length long. By applying stepped 
impedance method on the single-line balun model, the transmission line and ground 
line can be represented by two sections (one narrower and one wider section) of short 
transmission lines (shown in Fig. 2.24b). The narrow and wider sections of the short 
transmission lines can be modeled by inductors and grounded capacitors respectively 
(Fig. 2.24 d). From the model in Fig. 2.24 b), element L2 can be connected to 
ground directly as capacitor C2 can be considered to be shorted in radio frequencies 
(RF). Fig. 2.24 c) is the simplified single line balun model of Fig. 2.24 b), and the 
model is reference to the ground line. To translate the circuit of Fig. 2.24 c) to its 
lumped equivalent circuit (Fig. 2.24 d), the reference ground line is considered to be 
the grounding reference of the lumped circuit • A trimming line, Z, modeled by a 
short transmission line, can be optionally involved in the lumped circuit for fine 
tuning magnitude balance performance at balanced ports. Finally, the distributed 
unbalanced port impedance is combined with the lumped circuit (Fig. 2.24d). After 
combined with the unbalanced port impedance, lumped-element equivalent circuit of 
left part of stepped impedance Marchand balun (Fig. 2.24e) is obtained. 
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Equation (2.12a) can be obtained from the circuit of Fig. 2.24e) as 
K 1 
(Z今)(1々+(今)2 
+ j[ coC ^ — — ] (2.12a) 
2 
where Z2 is the balanced output impedance, which equals R2 + X2, Zi the 
impedance of the transmission-line trimming section, Li is the equivalent inductance 
of a high-impedance coupled line in the unbalanced input port, C is the equivalent 
capacitance of a low-impedance coupled line in the unbalanced input port, and L2 is 
the equivalent capacitance of a high-impedance coupled line in the balance output 
port. 
In most practical applications, the unbalanced port input impedance Zi 
(Zin = 2Zi, and Zi = Ri + j Xi) is always resistive. When the impedance of the 
transmission-line trimming section compensates for the imaginary part of the output 
impedance, (2.12a) can be abbreviated to 
y; ~ 1 1 
2 L, /?2 
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Set 5,(6；) = 0 , the real part of Z,.„ = ^ ~ ~ =2.Zi 
( 2 . M ( w ) ) ’ 
we have 
乙2 = , , 乙1 = ^ (2.13a) 
IU2 ‘ J 
<(乙丨 + L 2 ) + w 2 (和 V 
C = J^ ^ L (2.13b) 
I 
Theoretically, the equations (2.13a) and (2.13b) proposed in Tang and Sheen 's paper 
can be used to design balun with any balanced output impedance. Here，we choose 
a balun with 14Q balanced output impedance at each output port as an example, the 
unbalanced port impedance is 50 . The center frequency (fc) of the balun is 
2.4 GHZ. By setting L丨=InH and substitute it into (2.13a) and (2.13b), the 
estimated values of Lj = 5.692 nH ，C = 2.892 pF. At center frequency 
(fc = 2.4 GHZ), Z � o r j w Lj = 86 Q (Fig. 2.24) which is much larger than 
balanced port impedance (14^2). To simplify the circuit model in Fig. 2.24e), L: is 
omitted. And we use EM simulator - Ansoft HFSS to estimate the physical dimension 
of L, and C . The layout structure of Marchand balun using stepped impedance 
method was shown in Fig. 2.25. The wide and narrow transmission line sections are 
just capacitor C and inductor L^ respectively. The right part of the layout is just 
identical to its left part. To remove the effect of measurement pads from the 
measured S parameters, TRL calibration [7] is employed in the measurement. In 
order to measure a three-port device, a technique that re-construct S parameters for a 
3-port is circuit using 2-port measurements is employed [8]. The overall layout size 
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Unbalanced 
Port ( P o r t l ) 
High characteristic impedance 
Low transmission line for the Li-section 
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Port(Port3) ... j H ^ f e ' ^ y 192 mil 
a) 
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Port (Port 1) 
\ ^ • ^ • ^ " • ^ ^ � \ Balanced Port 
Balanced Port \ ^ \ ^ 
\ (Port 3 ) 
(Port 2 ) \ 
v . . . . … 广 
\ ^ ’ 一 一 
b) 
Fig. 2.25 Marchand Balun using stepped impedance method 
a) 3D view HFSS simulator Layout 
b) Fabricated LTCC stepped impedance Marchand balun with 
measurement probes 
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P f - D - S 1 1 (Measured) 
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Frequency (GHZ) 
Fig. 2.26 Return loss of Marchand Balun using stepped impedance method. 
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Fig. 2.27 Simulated Result and Measured Result Insertion Loss of 
Marchand Balun using stepped impedance method 
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Fig. 2.28 a) Amplitude Imbalance b) Phase balance performance 
between balanced outputs 
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of the balun is 322mil x 192mil x 32.4mil. The balun is measured in a 50-fi! 
measurement system. These SO-Q based parameters are then renormalized to the 
output impedance of M-Q [3]. The detail of renormalization is shown in 
Appendix C. 
Fig. 2.26 shows the return loss of balun. The simulated result of return loss is 
less than -12.5dB over the frequency range of 2.3 - 2.5 GHZ. However, in the 
measured result, a frequency of minima is shift to 2.05 GHZ, which is 275 MHZ 
away from the simulated one. The measured and simulated result of insertion loss 
(Fig. 2.27) are no less than -0.5 dB and -1.9 dB respectively at the targeted frequency 
range (i.e. 2.4GHZ). The reason of why the measured insertion loss is higher than the 
simulated result because the substrate loss, metal thickness and the metal loss are not 
included in the simulation. The simulated and measured amplitude imbalance 
(Fig. 2.28 a) between balanced outputs are -0.4 dB and -0.7dB at 2.4 GHZ 
respectively. The simulated phase difference between balanced ports is 175° while the 
measured one is 167° (Fig. 2.28 b). The another reason of degradation of measured 
result is owing to the mal dimension control in fabrication. To have a clear analysis on 
the mal dimension effect on the performance, the stepped impedance balun is 
re-simulated by HFSS, the dimensions of the balun structure along X and Y- axis are 
both scaled up by 5%. Compared with the previous simulated result, the performance 
of re-simulated result (Fig. 2.29) is much closer to the measured result. The imperfect 
matching of their responses is caused by measurement error. 
The performance of Marchand balun using stepped impedance method is 
degraded as compared to the conventional one in coupled line, as in the analysis, a 
quarter wave-length long coupled line is represented by only 2 sections of stepped 
impedance coupled transmission lines. Using a larger number of sections to represent 
a coupled line can achieve better performance, however, that increase the physical size 
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of the balun and schematic diagram of simplified Marchand balun is no longer as 
simple as the one shown in Fig. 2.24e. 
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Fig. 2.29 Comparison of the performance between measured result and simulated 
result with an enlargement of stepped Impedance balun structure by 5% 
a) Return Loss b) Insertion Loss of S21 c) Insertion Loss of S31 
2.2.4 New Coupled-Line Balun Structure 
Despite that there are previous papers with analysis of Marchand balun, no new 
balun structures were proposed as a generalized analysis is not available recently. In 
Leong and Ang's paper [11] proposed a generalized technique for analyzing 3-port 
baluns as generalized symmetrical 4-ports. The technique gives valuable insight to 
the synthesis of the baluns by specifying the requirements of the odd and even mode 
parameters of the 4-port symmetrical networks. This results in the development of 
new balun structures and exact design equations at the center frequency of operation. 
For the distributed and coupled-line baluns, the 3- port baluns are formed by 
terminating one of the ports of a symmetrical 4-port network with an arbitrary 
impedance, F, as shown in Fig. 2.30. 
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Fig. 2.30 Configuration of the 3-port balun constructed from a 4-port network 
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Fig. 2.31 Decomposition of the symmetrical 4-port network into even- and 
odd-mode excitations. a) Even mode; b) Odd mode 
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The 4-port symmetrical network is first analyzed by using even and odd mode 
excitations, as shown in Fig. 2.30，to derive its S-matrix in terms of the 
even/odd-mode reflection and transmission coefficients. The 4-port S-matrix is 
reduced to a 3-port S-matrix, by imposing the boundary condition at the reflection 
port of the 4-port network as shown in Fig. 2.30. The following conditions need to be 
satisfied in order for the final 3-port network to behave as a balun: 
S21 = -S31 
and Sii = 0 
(where port 1 is the input port and port 2, 3 are the output ports of the final 3-port.) 
Leong and Ang derived the conditions for synthesizing 3-port baluns as illustrated in 
Fig. 2.31 and the conditions are listed as follows: 
and 
2 - r.o;丨+r�丨） 
Different values of F can be evaluated by the above conditions. The following 
2 sets of conditions have been found to be most practical and useful: 
|r| = i： rei = - i and roi = +i 3 (2.14) 
|r| = -l: rei = +l and roi = - i 
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This implies that a balun can be formed if the 4-port symmetrical network behaves as 
transmission-stop network in the even-mode excitation. 
The conidtions shown in (2.14) is useful to analysis known balun (e.g. 
Marchand balun) and even derive new balun structures. A new balun structure is 
shown in Fig. 2.32. Same as Marchand balun, the new topology balun consists 
of 2 quarterwave long coupled lines, but with different coupling requriement from 
Marchand 's. 
Strip Coupled Line Balun 
^ X / 4 l o n g ^ ^ A / 4 l o n g ^ 
2 . I 3 
I 、 ^ Zo,Zoe，Zoo I Zo, Zoo, Zoe Z^iw 
； • - • I • . , 一 一 \ 
^fl - J “-.. .�- — k - -‘ - - \ 
/ 1 [ , 4 
/ ^ < B a l a n c e d 
/ ^ ^ Zs > -4-
4r I -i-々Terminated b y P o r t 
short circuit B a l a n c e d U n b a l a n c e d P o r t P o r t I 
Magnetic Wall (For Even mode Analysis) 
Electric Wall (For Odd mode Analysis) 
Fig. 2.32 New balun strucute proposed in Leong and Ang 's paper 
The required impedance (even and odd) and coupling coefficient of the new balun 
shown in Fig. 2.32 was published in [11]. 
z = z 。 V ( 2 z 〉 3 ) - V ^ z 。 2 - 一一 Z丄 
�� 权 Z � � 
C = k - loo (2.14) 
k + k 
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From the equations above, the odd and even impedance required for balun design 
not only depends on source impedance Z^ and load impedance Z^ but also the 
characteristic impedance of coupled line Z。. The coupling coefficient required for 
designing a coupled line balun varies with the characteristic impedance of coupled 
line. For the case of balun with Z^ = 50 O and Z^ = 50 the relationship of 
required coupling, C，between coupled lines and various Z。is shown in Fig. 2.33. 
Plot of C verse Zo (For Zs = ZL = 50 Ohm) 
1 1 j j j 1 1 1 1  
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Fig. 2.33 Plot of coupled line coupling C and characteristic impedance Z。 
To design coupled line balun with Z^ = 50 Q and Z^ =50 Q, the characteristic 
impedance of coupled line is conventionally chosen as 50 However, according 
to Fig.2.33, the coupling coefficient required is 0.818 when Z。= 50 Q. To achieve 
such a high coupling, the separation of coupled lines must be very small. For a 
32.4 mil (9 X 3.6 mil or 9 tape thickness) thick Dupont LTCC substrate, the required 
separation is listed in Table. 2.11. 
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Design Zo (Q) W (mil) S (mil) Coupling C 
1 50 1.4426 0.5031 0.8165 
2 40 4.86 1.6095 0.7496 
3 30 13.228 4.041 0.647 
4 20 30.36 8.607 0.4924 
Table. 2.11 Coupling coefficient required at various characteristic impedance Z。 
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F i g 2 . 3 6 Phase performance at balanced ports a) Zo = 50Q. b) Z。= 30 Q 
From the result listed in Table 2.11, it is shown that a looser coupling is required 
when a smaller characteristic impedance Z。is chosen for the design of coupled line 
balun. And the performance of new coupled balun constructed in various 
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characteristic impedance Z。are shown in Fig. 2.34 - 2.36. From the result, it can be 
concluded that the smaller Z q is, the narrower the bandwidth of the balun be. 
However, the bandwidth of all combinations shown in Fig. 2.36 are still wider than 
the one of lumped element balun Since the coupled conductors can not be made 
closer than one tape thickness (3.6 mil for Dupont tape). The characteristic 
impedance has to be chosen such that the spacing required between the coupled line 
is exactly 3.6 mil. According to the equations in (2.14) and [4], the characteristic 
impedance of coupled line estimated is 31.39 The width and conductor 
separation are 11.66 mil and 3.6 mil respectively. 
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F i g . 2 . 3 7 Planer view of new-coupled line balun 
(Zo = 31.39 a Zs = 50 Q , Zl = 50) 
Figure 2.37 shows the planar view in Zeland IE3D simulated platform and its 
simulation result are shown in Fig. 2.38. The bandwidth of balun with 0.2 dB 
magnitude imbalance (Fig. 2.38 a) is about 600 M H Z . The return loss of balun (Fig. 
2.38b) in the operation frequency range (2.1 — 2.7 G H Z ) is no less than -15 dB. 
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Fig. 2.38 IE3D simulated result of new coupled line balun 
(Zo = 31.39 Q, Zs = 50 Q, Zl 二 50) 
a) Magnitude Characteristic b) Return Loss 
Fig. 2 39 shows the phase characteristic of each of balanced ports. The phase 
difference between the output port is 179.5°. Therefore, the new coupled line balun 
achieve an excellent balun characteristic. 
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F i g . 2.39 Phase difference between balanced ports of new 
coupled line balun (Zo = 31.39 Q, Zs = 50 Q, Z l = 50) 
The structure and design equations proposed by Leong and Ang [11] provides a 
valuable insights in development of more novel balun structures. And the proposed 
equations provides a high flexibility to design a balun. The width and separation 
between conductors are depends on coupling coefficient. The required coupling 
coefficient of coupled line depends on what characteristic impedance Z。be used for 
balun design. Therefore, it is easy to adjust the coupled lines ‘ separation by varying 
Zo to the integral number of LTCC tape thickness. The design equations proposed in 
Leong and Ang ‘s paper can solve the LTCC fabrication problem, but the physical 
size of proposed balun structures are still in quarterwave length long. 
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2.3 Planar Balun 
In recent papers [15] [16]，Kumar and Branner have proposed the design 
and development of a reduced size planar microstrip balun network whose physical 
size can be reduced to 入/16. A capacitor C in each arm (Fig. 2.40), and the center 
tap to ground in the output coupled line serve to provide the desired size reduction 
and relative phase angles the required frequency band. 
C e n t e r t a p p e d 
C g r o u n d 
M i c r o s t r i p ' '""x 
coup led - l ine 
^ ^ T 
,s 
^ L • 
Ic ± 
F i g . 2 . 4 0 Planar Balun 
(Unbalanced Port - Port 1; 
Balanced Ports - Port 2 and Port 3) 
The most challenge to design a planar balun is that there is no equation for the 
estimation of the coupled-line dimension and capacitance of capacitor. The 
performance of the amplitude balance highly depends on adjusting the dimensions of 
the microstrip coupled lines. 
In contrast to manual tuning, optimization tool in Advanced Design System 
(ADS) 2002 provides an automatic way in designing planar balun. By setting goals 
and defining adjustable parameters, the program will then synthesize the best 
solution of planar balun design. Fig. 2.41 is the A D S simulation platform of 
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F i g . 2 . 4 1 Simulation platform of planar balun 
0 n  
c  
, 1 。 一 
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-35 
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Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 2 . 4 2 Simulated result of return loss of 2.4 G H Z planar balun 
2.4 G H Z planar balun. The capacitor determined from A D S optimizer is 2.7 pF， 
the width of microstrip conductor and spacing between microstrip conductors 
are 16.3 mil and 14.5 mil respectively. Fig. 2.42 shows the return loss of 
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a 2.4 G H Z planar balun. The simulated result of return loss is less than -15dB over 
the operation frequency band 2.3 - 2.5 GHZ. The insertion loss and amplitude 
imbalance between of balanced ports (Fig. 2.43) are no more than 0.12 dB and 
0.06 dB respectively. 
-2.8 J- r- 
i - 
“ - 3 . 6 -a-S3^ ^ 
-3.8 -I  
2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 2.43 Simulated balanced ports magnitude characteristic of 
2.4 G H Z planar balun 
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Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 2.44 Simulated phase balance performance of 
2.4 G H Z planar balun 
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The maximum phase difference between balanced ports is 182° in the operation 
frequency band (Fig. 2.44). However, coupling between capacitor and coupled 
lines, and non-ideal capacitor model are not considered in the simulation . In 
practical, a ceramic capacitor for RF application can be modeled by the circuit 
model shown in Fig. 2.45. The values of model parameters can be calculated by RF 
, 
R L3 p H h - n 
Rp 
F i g . 2 . 4 5 Ceramic Capacitor Model 
(Rs 一 Serial resistor; Rp 一 Parallel resistor; 
Ls - Serial Inductor; C — Capacitor) 
nn穩 
V A R 1 
wid=32.3343 opt{10to 50} 
spa=15.2495 opt{ 5 to 25 } 
Ien=74 
R=0.332 Ohm 
^-^VW— c=2.7 pF  
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F i g . 2 . 4 6 Simulation platform of 2.4 G H Z planar balun 
with non-ideal capacitor model 
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Capacitor Modeling Software，MLCSoft VI .2 (Johanson Technology). For a 
0603 case size ceramic 2.7 pF capacitor，its serial resistor (Rs) and serial inductor (Ls) 
are 0.332 Q, and 0.31 nH respectively. Its parallel resistor (Rp) is 40.8 K Q and the 
capacitor(C) is still 2.7 pF. The planar balun performance is re-simulated by A D S 
with involvement of the non-ideal capacitor model (Fig. 2.45). Fig. 2.46 is the 
-5 p  
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-30 ^  
-35 J  
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F i g . 2 . 4 7 Simulated result of return loss of 2.4 G H Z planar balun 
with non-ideal capacitor model 
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F i g . 2 . 4 8 Simulated balanced ports magnitude characteristic of 
2.4 G H Z planar balun with non-ideal capacitor model 
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F i g . 2 . 4 9 Simulated phase balance performance of 2.4 G H Z 
planar balun with non-ideal capacitor model 
simulation platform of 2.4 G H Z balun with non-ideal capacitor model. With the 
involvement of non-ideal 2.7 pF capacitor model, the width and spacing between 
microstrip conductors to achieve the best balun performance are 32.3 mil and 
15.2 mil respectively. The simulated result of return loss remains less than -15dB 
over the operation frequency band 2.3 - 2.5 G H Z (Fig. 2.47). The insertion loss of 
and amplitude imbalance between balanced ports (Fig. 2.48) are no more than 
0.6 dB and 0.05 dB respectively. The phase imbalance between balanced ports is less 
than 1° (Fig. 2.49). 
The dimension of the planar balun is highly sensitive to the capacitor model. 
As the microstrip width estimated by optimizer is changed from 16.3 mil to 32.3 mil, 
when a non-ideal capacitor model is considered in planar balun design. And, the 
involvement of non-ideal capacitor model in the planar balun cause a degradation on 
balun performance. In A D S simulation platform, coupling and bending of microstrip 
lines on PCB layout are not considered. In practical PCB layout of planar balun, 
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the capacitors are connected to microstrip coupled lines by bending lines that leads a 
further degradation to planar balun's performance. This explained why the measured 
performance of a 900 M H Z planar balun, reported in Kumar and Branner 's paper 
[15] [16]，can only achieve 0.1 dB amplitude imbalance between balanced ports and 
4.3 dB insertion loss. The 4.3 dB bandwidth of balun is very narrow which is just 
approximate to 50 M H Z . However, the phase difference between balanced ports is 
ideally 180°. 
2.4 Advantage and Disadvantage of Existing Balun Design 
The lumped element and distributed baluns described in previous sections have their 
own advantages and disadvantages that are tabulated in Table 2.12. 
Design Topology Advantage Disadvantage  
1 ) Lumped i ) Easy to be analyzed i ) Narrow bandwidth 
Element Balun and designed. i i ) Able to achieve a Broader 
i i ) Physical size can be bandwidth, but more components 
much smaller (L and C) are involved in the 
(depends on number schematic that increase the 
of lumped elements physical size of balun. 
involved), compared i i i ) Mutual coupling between 
to distributed balun. components (inductors and 
capacitors) has to be taken into 
account in the E M simulation. 
2) Marchand Balun i ) Broad bandwidth and i ) Large physical size. 
excellent balun i i ) And may not be fabricated in 
performance LTCC as the separation between 
achievement coupled lines is too small for 
manufacturing. 
3) Marchand Balun i ) Smaller physical size i ) Narrow bandwidth 
using stepped than conventional i i ) Not easy to tune the performance 
impedance method Marchand Balun compared to Marchand balun 
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4 ) New coupled i ) Broad bandwidth and i ) Physical size of balun is still in 
line balun excellent balun quarter wave-length, 
proposed by characteristic 
Leong and Ang i i ) Able to be designed 
highly flexibly and 
possibly fabricated 
on LTCC technology 
5) Planar Balun i ) Small physical size i ) High Insertion Loss 
(size can be as small (according to the measured 
result reported in Kumar and 
as 入/16) _ ’ 、 
Branner s paper) 
i i) Narrow bandwidth 
i i i ) No equation to estimate 
component dimensions and 
value 
Table. 2.12 Advantage and Disadvantage of Existed Balun Structure 
In Table. 2.12, it is shown that the existed balun structures are not suitable for 
compact planar balun with good performance. Lumped element balun occupy 
small circuit areas, but often exhibit poor balun balance across frequency. 
Distributed baluns (e.g. coupled line and Marchand balun) have excellent balun 
characteristics but consist of sections of — long coupled lines. Therefore, it will be 
4 
highly desirable to have a novel compact planar balun structure for wireless and 
mobile communications market. 
A new balun structure employing both capacitors and shorted coupled lines 
will be introduced in next chapter. The miniaturized balun structure not only require 
a smaller physical size as compared to conventional coupled balun, but also exhibit a 
broader bandwidth (compared to the compact balun mentioned in this chapter) in the 
operation frequency band. 
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Chapter 3 Size Reduction Method Of 
Coupled Lines 
The proposed miniaturization method of balun mentioned in recent papers are 
by either spiraling the transmission lines or design balun in multilayer configuration. 
Despite the physical size of balun can be much reduced, the geometries proposed by 
those papers cause degradation on balun characteristic performance. Even worse, it is 
always challenge to tune the balun structure to an optimal balun performance. 
3.1 New Proposed Method of Coupled Line Size 
Reduction 
As mentioned in chapter 2, coupled-line balun can be realized by using only two 
quarter wave-length coupled lines. But, the size of quarter wave-length coupled 
line is still a key problem to achieve a compact coupled line balun. A new balun size 
reduction method will be introduced in this thesis. The proposed method is to 
/I 
miniaturize a — long coupled line by utilizing combinations of coupled line and 
4 
shunted lumped capacitors. The length occupied by the capacitor loaded coupled line 
can be 72% smaller than that of conventional coupled line. 
The quarter-wavelength coupled line shown in Fig. 3.1a) is a key element in 
coupled-line balun. The conventional coupled line can be made smaller by increasing 
characteristic impedance of the line and adding six lumped capacitors. (Fig. 3.1b)) 
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For conventional coupled line, two special types of excitation, the even mode 
and the odd mode have to be considered. For even mode, the currents in the strip 
conductors are equal in amplitude and in the same direction, the electric field has 
even symmetry (or H-wall) about the center line, and no current flow between the 
two strip conductors. The symmetry plan PP' as shown in Fig. 3.1a) acts as a 
magnetic wall (open-circuit). The even-mode excitation equivalent circuits of Fig. 
3.1a) and b) are shown in Fig. 3.2 a) and b) respectively. In the analysis of 
even-mode excitation, the quarter wave-length coupled line is equivalent to a strip 
< A/4 • 
P 0 I f , ; 、 — 储 : vJll 0 P， 
— Rane of Symmetry 
0 la:r：,々,‘：‘! • 0 H-wall (Even-mcxte excitation) 
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o e ， o o —I— • 
— 
b) 
Fig. 3.1 a) Quarter-wave length coupled line b) Capacitor loaded coupled line 
equivalent to the quarter-wavelength coupled line at center frequency f。 
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F i g . 3.2 Even mode Excitation a ) Quarter-wave length coupled line 
b ) Capacitor loaded coupled line 
line with characteristic impedance Zoe (Fig. 3.2a). For capacitor loaded coupled 
line (Fig. 3.1b)), its even mode equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.2b), where Ci is 
effectively open-circuited. Therefore, only capacitor C is involved in the equivalent 
circuit. The admittance matrices [Ya(even)]，[Yb(even)] of the circuits in Fig. 3.2 a) and 
b) are 
[ 0女 -
[Ya(even)] = i 況 
— 0 
J^oe 」 
COS 没 1 
_ sin0 sine [ > c C 0 “ 
LYb(even)J _ 1 COS 没 + [ 0 j w ^ C 
sine Sindj 
7 3 
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C O S <9 丄 . 广 1 “ 
+ jw^C  
= j Z , � e S i n 0 sin^ 
_ 1 cos^ I .沙 c 
(where * Z。亡 and w^ is the center frequency of operation band ) 
Equating the matrix elements of [Ya(even)]， [Yb(even)]，we have 
and C = ^ (3.1) ^  
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b) 
F i g . 3.3 Odd mode Excitation a ) Quarter-wave length coupled line 
b ) Capacitor loaded coupled line 
For odd mode, the currents in the strip conductors are equal in amplitude but in 
opposite directions. The electric field lines have an odd symmetry (Electric wall or 
E-wall) about the center line, and a voltage null exists between the two strip 
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conductors. The symmetry plan PP' as shown in Fig. 3.1a acts as an electric wall 
(short-circuit). The odd-mode excitation of circuits (Fig. 3.1a) and b)) are the 
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.3 a) and b). Similarly, in the analysis of 
odd-mode excitation, the quarter wave-length coupled line is equivalent to a strip line 
with characteristic impedance Z�o (Fig. 3.3a). For the case of capacitor loaded 
coupled line (Fig. 3.1b)) , its odd mode equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.3b), 
where Ci is effectively short-circuited. Finally, capacitors C and Ci are involved in 
the equivalent circuit. The admittance matrices [Ya(odci)]， [Yb(odd)] of the circuits in 
Fig. 3.3 a) and b) are 
“ 0 丄 -
[ Y a ( o d d ) ] = 1 】 Z o 。 
— 0 
iJ^oo J 
COS 没 1 
一 J-Z: sin0 JZ',, sin0 |>cC哪 0 _ 
[ Y _ ] - 1 cos 没 0 jWcC 邵‘ 
jZ,。。sin 没」 
COS^ . 1 
=只丨。。sin没，叫" 
1 cos (9 , . ^ 
+ J^C^eau 
(where 7：。。* Z,, and C 零 = 2 C , + C ) 
Equating the matrix elements of [Ya(odd)]， [ Y b ( o d d ) ]’ we have 
Z ’ � � = " ^ ； and = 2Q + C = (3.2a) 
sm没 WcZ卯 
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Since C = and C 丨 = ( 3 . 2 b ) 
^C^oe 2 
combining (3.2 a) and (3.2 b)，yields 
n 1 ,cos6 COS0� 
C.=——( ) (3.3) 
1 2 似c Z。。 Z。e 
From (3.1) and (3.2a), the characteristic impedance Z'。can be determined by the 
formula below:0 
Z' = Jz' Z, (3.4) 
o y oe 00 \ , 
if d - 90 is not considered, then sin 没 < 1 
then Z,。。> Z。。and > Z。, 
by equation (3.4)， Z\ > Z。 
this shows that characteristic impedance of capacitor loaded coupled line Z\ is 
always higher than the one of quarter wave-length coupled line Z。• 
The capacitance of capacitors C and C, for coupled line size reduction can 
be calculated by the formula derived in (3.1), (3.2a), (3.2b) and (3.3) while the 
characteristic impedance of capacitor loaded coupled line can be calculated from 
formula (3.4). 
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3.2 Simulation Result of Capacitor Loaded Coupled 
Line 
The simulation result of proposed capacitor loaded coupled line is shown in this 
section. From Fig. 2.32, the required coupling coefficient of coupled lines to design 
a coupled-line balun can be smaller when a lower characteristic impedance coupled 
line is chosen as the element. When coupling coefficient is 0.60 (Fig. 2.32), the 
required characteristic impedance of coupled lines is 27 Q. 
An example of size reduction of a 2.4GHZ coupled line with coupling 
coefficient of 0.6 and characteristic impedance of 27 Q. is shown in this section. The 
substrate thickness and dielectric constant, Er, of the coupled line are 
Waveleng th Characteris t ic Spacing between Width of coupled ^ ^ ^ 
of capaci tor Impedance of coupled conductors conductor of 
loaded capaci tor loaded of capacitor loaded capacitor loaded 
coup led l ine coupled line coupled line coupled line ( p F ) ( p p ) 
0 (degree) S (mil) W (mil) 
25 63.89 3.8 4.785 1.1 1.7 
35 47.07 5.68 11.265 0.995 1.536 
45 38.18 6.85 17.83 0.859 1.326 
90 27.0 8.39 33.05 Nil Nil 
Table 3.1 Different size reduction of quarter wave-length coupled line at 
2.4 G H Z 
(Coupling coefficient, C = 0.6 ; Characteristic impedance Z^ = 27 Q ; 
LTCC substrate thickness = 49.4mil; Dielectric constant, 8r = 5.9 ) 
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49.4 mil and 5.9 mil respectively. The values of parameters (e.g. C , C, and Z'J 
can be calculated based on the equations derived in section 3.1. The parameters of 
conventional coupled line and three possible capacitor loaded coupled lines are 
tabulated in Table. 3.1. 
Coupling (C) verse Frequency (GHZ) 
0.61 T -1 
0.605 
, 8 0.585 — j j i X ^ Quarter wave- ength coupled ^ ^ ^ 
1 0.58 i f A ^ ; ? ^ -o-Capacitor loaded coupled- ^ ^ 
8 0.575 1 - ~ ^ line (45 degree long) 9 
T >< A Capacitor loaded coupled-
0.57 — ^ line (35 degree long)  
0 565 _ _ _ _ _ Capacitor loaded coupled- 
line (25 degree long) 
0.56 J 1 1 1 1 
2.00 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.40 2.50 2.60 2.70 2.80 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 3 . 4 Simulation result of coupling coefficient of capacitor 2.4 G H Z 
loaded coupled line (Zo = 27 Q) with various wavelength, 0 
Fig. 3.4 is response of capacitor loaded coupled lines at various wavelength 
simulated by Advanced Design System (ADS) simulator. At the center frequency fc 
of 2.4GHZ, the coupling coefficient of quarter wave-length coupled line and 
capacitor loaded coupled lines with various wavelength both achieve the coupling 
coefficient of almost 0.6. As the frequency is swept further from the center frequency, 
the difference between coupling coefficient of capacitor loaded coupled lines and the 
conventional X/4 long coupled line is getting larger. The deviation depends on the 
extent of coupled line size reduction. The less the size reduction of coupled line, the 
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less deviation its coupling coefficient away from the conventional one. Therefore, 
the response of a capacitor loaded coupled line with wavelength 0 = 45° is closest to 
the response of the quarter wave-length coupled line among all capacitor loaded 
coupled lines shown in Fig. 3.4. According to the curve of capacitor loaded 
coupled line with wavelength 0 = 25°, the largest coupling derivation from the 
quarter wave-length 's is 0.0225, which is reasonable small. The simulation result of 
the proposed miniaturized coupled line balun constructed by those capacitor loaded 
coupled lines will be shown in Chapter 4. 
The coupled line size reduction method can also be implemented on the design 
of a 50 coupled line (i.e. Zo = 50 Q.) with coupling coefficient of 0.6. The center 
frequency of the coupled line, fc, (i.e. 2.4 GHZ), LTCC substrate thickness and 
substrate dielectric constant, er, are the same as the previous case. The parameters of 
the capacitor loaded coupled lines at various length are tabulated in Table. 3.2. 
Waveleng th Character is t ic Spacing Width of c C 
of capac i tor Impedance between coupled coupled 
loaded of capaci tor conductors conductor ( P F ) ( P F ) 
coup led l ine loaded coupled of capaci tor of capacitor 
6 (degree) l ine loaded loaded coupled 
Z \ i Q , ) coupled line l ine 
S (mil) W (mil) 
25 118.3 0.813 0.28 0.601 0.902 
35 87.16 2.089 1.44 0.543 0.815 
45 70.66 3.31 3.46 0.469 0.7 
90 50 8.39 33.05 Nil Nil 
Table 3.2 Different size reduction of 2.4 G H Z coupled line with coupling 
coefficient of 0.6 and characteristic impedance Zo = 50 O 
(LTCC substrate thickness = 49.4mil; dielectric constant (er = 5.9) 
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As compared to the parameters listed in Table 3.2 with those listed in Table 3.1，the 
width and separation between the conductors are narrower and smaller in all the 
cases of 0. This is because the characteristic impedance Z\ of all combinations 
of capacitor loaded coupled lines shown in Table. 3.2 is always higher than those 
listed in Table 3.1. And the line width and the separation between conductors of a 
high characteristic impedance coupled line broadside coupled line must be small. 
As shown in Fig. 3.5，except the curve of capacitor loaded coupled line with 0 = 25°, 
the coupling coefficient of all the cases are almost 0.6 at the center frequency. 
Similar to the case of 27 Q capacitor loaded coupled line，as the frequency sweeps 
Coupling (C) verse Frequency (GHZ) 
0.65 n  
。 . 云 拜 苟 齊 譯 痛 微 ， ： 
CT —o— Quarter w ave-length coupled line 
i 0.5 
o i C ^ ^ " ^ —o— Capacitor loaded-coupled line (45 degree 
“ long) 
0.45 A Capacitor loaded coupled- line (35 degree _ 
long) 
X Capacitor loaded coupled-line (25 degree 
long) 
0.4 4 — I 1 1 r r r r  
2.00 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.40 2.50 2.60 2.70 2.80 
Frequency (GHZ) 
Fig. 3.5 Simulation result of coupling coefficient of 2.4 G H Z capacitor 
loaded coupled line (Zo = 50 Q) at various wavelength, 0 
verse frequency (GHZ) 
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becomes larger. According to the curve of capacitor loaded coupled line of 0 = 35°, 
its largest coupling derivation from the quarter wave-length is 0.04. The reason of 
further away from the center frequency, the difference between coupling coefficient 
of capacitor loaded coupled lines and the conventional 入/4 long coupled line 
why the curve of the coupled line with wavelength = 25° does not fit well to the 
other curves is because there is a ratio limitation of W/S in BahL and Bhartia 's 
equation [4] used for coupled line dimension calculation. The equation is valid as 
W 
long as — > 0.35. According to Table. 3.2, the ratio of W to S determined when 
0 28 
e = 25°, is ———=0.344，which is small than 0.35. Therefore, it is not 
0.813 
surprising that the response of capacitor loaded coupled line with wavelength 6 = 25° 
does not reflect the truth. 
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Chapter 4 Capacitor Loaded Coupled Line 
Balun 
As shown in chapter 3, capacitor loaded coupled lines achieve the same coupling 
as conventional coupled line at the center frequency. And the division between their 
coupling coefficient are acceptablely small even at the frequencies 200MHZ away 
from center frequency (i.e. 2.4 GHZ). The size of a coupled-line balun (Fig. 2.31) 
can be easily reduced by the new proposed size reduction method. Recall the 
curves of Fig. 2.32, the coupled-line balun can be constructed by quarter wave-length 
coupled-lines with coupling coefficient of 0.6 and characteristic impedance of 27 Q. 
In this chapter, capacitor loaded coupled line is used as the key element of a new 
coupled-line balun, instead of the quarter wave-length 27 Q coupled line. The 
performance of capacitor loaded coupled line balun is shown in the section 4.1. 
4.1 Simulation Result of Capacitor Loaded 
Coupled-Line Balun 
By utilizing the combination of shorter coupled line with wavelength = 0 and 
shunted lumped capacitors, the physical size of coupled-line balun can be reduced. 
The schematic diagram of capacitor loaded coupled-line balun is shown in Fig. 4.1. 
Since three terminals of the coupled lines in the circuit are short-circuit terminated, 
only nine capacitors (5 C capacitors, and 4 Ci capacitors ) are involved in the 
circuit. The balun consists of two coupled lines with wavelength = 0. To design a 
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Reduced Reduced 
一 Coupled line A ^ � 一 Coupled line B 
A e • < e • 
^ ^ ^ ^ z,。。Z。e 々 1 Z,。e Z ,。。厂 C i _ 
( 二 - 广 f 
7 J (Unbalanced Port) / 
Short-circuited Porti / 
Termination 「 
去 去 Short-circuited Termination 
F i g . 4 . 1 Schematic diagram of the proposed capacitor loaded coupled line balun 
Wavelength Overall physical Characteristic Spacing Width � Q 
of capacitor size of coupled- Impedance of between of coupled 
Topology loaded line balun capacitor loaded coupled conductor 
coupled line coupled line conductors ( p F ) 
9 (degree) (mil) Z\{Q) S (mil) W (mil)  
Capacitor loaded 25 281.4 63.89 3.8 4.785 1.1 1.7 
coupled line balun 
(25deg) ( 1術 mil)  
Capacitor loaded 35 394 47.07 5.68 11.265 0.995 1.536 
coupled line balun 
( 35deg )  
Capacitor loaded 45 506.5 38.18 6.85 17.83 0.859 1.326 
coupled line balun 
(45deg) (253.3 mil)  
Quarter wave- 90 1013 27 8.39 33.05 Nil Nil 
length coupled-
line balun (^06.5 mil)  
Table. 4.1 Design parameters of capacitor loaded coupled line balun. 
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balun , the required characteristic impedance To of capacitor loaded coupled 
lines A and B (Fig. 4.1) are always higher than the one of quarter wave-length 
coupled-line. 
Based on the capacitance of C and Ci, width (W) and spacing (S) of 
coupled line of capacitor loaded coupled lines calculated in Fig. 3.1，four possible 
solutions of the characteristic impedance Zo of quarter wave-length coupled line of 
coupled-line balun can be obtained . The parameters of coupled-line balun are 
shown in Table. 4.1. Their A D S simulated performance is shown in figures 
Fig. 4.2-Fig4.4. 
Fig. 4.2 shows the simulation result of return loss performance of baluns. 
Among all the four baluns with different coupled lines, the conventional 
coupled-line balun can achieve the best performance, its return loss is less than 
-28 dB over the operating frequency range (2.2 G H Z - 2.6 GHZ). The more size 
reduction of the coupled lines, the more degradation of the return loss be, as the 
reduced coupled lines 's response are different further from the conventional coupled 
line's. However, the return loss of all listed capacitor loaded coupled line baluns are 
always less than -20 dB, over the operating frequency and their bandwidth of 20dB 
return loss is about the same. This shows that the reduced coupled-line baluns can 
achieve good matching performance. 
The balun insertion loss characteristic is shown in Fig. 4.3. All components 
in the A D S simulator platform are assumed to be ideal, and therefore, theoretically, 
both S21 and S31 have identical responses. From the figure, it is obviously that the 
insertion loss of all capacitor loaded coupled-line baluns are almost -3dB in the 
operation frequency range. The responses of the four baluns are in good agreement, 
with an equal power split of -3dB in the operating frequency band 
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Return loss S(11) 
: — • — Q u a r t e r wave- leng th coup led \ \ / j r \ / 
0 l ine ba lun \ U V V p 
-40 • C a p a c i t o r loaded coupled- l ine V ~ V ^  
ba lun (45 deg) V 
~ t t ~ Capac i to r loaded coupled- l ine \ / 
-50 ba lun (35 deg) Y  
X Capac i to r loaded coupled- l ine 
ba lun (25 deg) 
- 6 0 1  
1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.2 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 4 . 2 Return Loss performance simulated by Agilent A D S circuit simulator 
(i.e. 2.2 - 2.6 GHZ). Their 3dB bandwidth are no less than 600 M H Z . However, the 
coupled-line balun with larger physical reduction exhibit a faster roll-off outside the 
operation frequency band and its 3 dB bandwidth is narrower, as compared to the 
quarter wave-length coupled line's response. Fig. 4.4 shows the phase balance of 
the proposed capacitor loaded coupled-line baluns. The response quarter wave-length 
coupled balun is exactly the same as theoretical one which is 180° degree for all 
frequencies. The out-of-phase characteristic is only valid for an ideal T E M mode 
strip line whose even and odd mode propagation velocities are assumed to be equal. 
For the cases of capacitor loaded coupled line balun, the phase difference between 
balanced port is not 180°. The phase balance is within up to within 1.1° up to 
3.2 G H Z . 
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Insertion Loss S(21), S(31) 
-2.5   
2 . -3.5 0 — Q u a r t e r wave-length coupled line \ ~ V V  
I i r balun ^ \ 
爱 / y I / ~ •—Capac i t o r loaded coupled-line balun \ \ \ 
4 i ) k (45deg) \ \ 
. / J ! / 6—Capacitor loaded coupled-line balun ^ \ \ 
(35 deg) V \ 
I f ^ X Capacitor loaded coupled-line balun ^ \ 
1 — i n I I^―—IV 
1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.2 
Frequency (GHZ) 
Fig. 4.3 Insertion loss performance 
Phase difference between Balanced Ports (Ang S(21) - Ang S(31)) 
180.2 -1 
179.6 
Q 1 7 9 4 - -—•—Quar te r wave-length coupled line balun — 
£ 1 7 9 2 Capacitor loaded coupled-line balun tJ A 
^ (45 deg) 
~ A ~ Capacitor loaded coupled-line balun V \ 
179 - (35 deg) \ 
X Capacitor loaded coupled-line balun M 
178.8 -- (25 deg)  
178.6 - I J  
1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.2 
Frequency (GHZ) 
Fig. 4.4 Phase difference between balanced ports of baluns 
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.That small phase balance is believed to be caused by the numerical round off of 
coupled line dimensions. According to the A D S simulation result shown in figures 
Fig. 4.2 - 4.4，the proposed miniaturized coupled-line balun can achieve good 
amplitude and phase balance performance at the balanced ports over a broad 
bandwidth. Despite there is a tradeoff between couple-line length and the 3dB 
bandwidth, the performance of capacitor loaded coupled-line baluns are good enough 
for wireless communication applications. In chapter 5，the E M simulation of a 
miniaturized 2.4 G H Z coupled-line balun will be performed. Capacitor loaded 
coupled-line with wavelength 25° is chosen as the key component of the balun. 
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Chapter 5 Design of New Coupled Line 
Balun Using Capacitor Loaded 
Coupled Lines 
ADS circuit simulation only provides a schematic performance evaluation of a 
strip coupled line and capacitors . The simulation results just validate the concept 
of the capacitor loaded coupled line theory for capacitor loaded coupled line balun. 
However, there are some factors not considered in ADS circuit simulation: (1) The 
physical size of ground planes enclosed the strip coupled conductors is in finite size 
rather than infinite large; (2) The thickness of coupled line conductors and capacitors 
should be non-zero and has to be taken into account in layout design; (3) Mutual 
couplings among circuit parts; ... (may be more) In order to achieve an accurate 
design, E M simulation using a 3 D E M simulation tool such as Ansoft HFSS, is 
performed for capacitor loaded coupled-line balun simulation. In the layout design, 
the electrical length of capacitor loaded coupled lines is 25°，and the balun is 
designed in a multilayer configuration. The length reduction of coupled line is about 
70%, compared to the conventional quarter wavelength coupled line. 
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5.1 Design Specifications of Capacitor Loaded 
Coupled-Line Balun 
In this project, a new capacitor loaded coupled-line balun will be designed 
based on the new size reduction concept of capacitor loaded coupled line introduced 
in chapter 3. The balun is designed for the used in the 2.4 G H Z ISM frequency 
band. The design specifications of the balun is listed in Table 5.1. 
Parameter Specification(s) 
Frequency (GHZ) 2.25 - 2.55 
Unbalanced ^q 
Port Impedance (Q) 
Balanced 
Port Impedance  
Insertion Loss (max) (dB) 0.3 
Return Loss (min) (dB) 15 
Amplitude Difference q 5 
Between Balanced Ports (dB) 
Phase Difference Between 180+/- 5° 
Balanced Ports (degree) 
Table 5.1 Design specifications for proposed capacitor loaded 
coupled-line balun 
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5.2 Design of Capacitors 
According to the schematic diagram shown in Fig.4.1, two capacitors C and Ci 
are involved in the capacitor loaded coupled line balun. Shown by Table. 4.1， 
when the electrical length of capacitor loaded coupled line is chosen to be 25°, the 
required capacitance of capacitors C and Ci for balun design are 1.1 pF and 1.7 pF, 
respectively. 
To have rough estimation on the initial dimensions of capacitors layout, 
optimization tool in ADS2002, and Zeland IE3D E M simulation was used. As shown 
in Fig. 4.1, the capacitor C is connected to ground, and an unbalanced port has to 
be set for the simulation. For the case of capacitor Ci，it is different from capacitor 
C as it is connected between the shorted coupled line conductors. To simulate the 
capacitor ‘s characteristic, a differential port needs to be defined. However, the E M 
simulator, HFSS, only offers the unbalanced port to designers. Owing to the port 
setup problem, another E M simulator, Zeland IE3D, was used for capacitor 
dimension estimation, as it offers both unbalanced port and differential port to users, 
Fig. 5.1 is the 3D view IE3D model of capacitor Ci. Differential port (+1) and 
port (-1) are just the differential ports setup for E M simulation of capacitor Ci. The 
two ground planes for the strip coupled lines are located at Z= 0 mil and Z = 49.4 mil. 
Since the upper conductor plate of capacitor C has coupling effect on capacitor Ci， 
the layout of the two capacitors C are also involved in IE3D simulation. The reason 
of why capacitor Ci is in two layer structure rather than multilayer structure is 
because the separation (S) between the strip conductors is 3.8 mil, which is exactly 
one LTCC tape thickness. With only one tape thickness separation between 
conductors, capacitor Ci structured in two layer conductors is an appropriate 
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U p p e r G r o u n d P l a n e 
( l o c a t e d a t Z = 4 9 . 4 m i l ) i 
舊 一 - z - ！ C a p a c i t o r s C 
CapacitorC, 
D i f f e r e n t i a l ^ -
一 ） 一 
D i f f e r e n t i a ^ / ^ ^ f L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ P 
P o r t 
L o w e r G r o u n d P l a n e 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( l o c a t e d at Z = 0 m i l ) 
F i g . 5 . 1 3D view of the IE3D model of capacitor Ci 
Ci 
Porti C D Port 2 
(for Differential (for Differential 
Port (+1)) Port (-1)) 
F i g . 5.2 Circuit model of two layers series capacitor C1 
used in A D S simulator 
solution of the balun layout. After each E M simulation of layout, the E M simulator 
outputs a touchstone formatted file which contains the S parameters of the capacitor 
shown in Fig. 5.1. By importing the S parameters response of the capacitor into A D S 
simulator, the optimization tool in A D S can extract the capacitance of Ci . 
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0.25 J  
2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 
Frequency (GHZ) 
Fig. 5.3 Amplitude responses of capacitor Ci 
-62 -, 
-64 ^ ― 
| - 6 6 [ 、 、 ‘ 
-72 -1>-(ADS) ^ ^ S f f i 
- 7 4 -I  
2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 5 . 4 Phase responses of capacitor C i 
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by curve-fitting the response to the A D S capacitor model shown in Fig. 5.2. Since 
the capacitor Q to be designed is in two layer structure, a simple model with only 
one capacitor is used as the A D S capacitor model. As shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, 
both magnitude and phase response of the A D S capacitor model fit the ones 
simulated by IE3D simulator reasonably well. If the capacitor C、is constructed in a 
multilayer structure, a more complicated model has to be used. 
The procedure to extract the capacitance of C is almost identical to the case 
of Ci，except that the port set for the simulation is not a differential port, but an 
U p p e r G r o u n d P l a n e 
( l o c a t e d a t Z = 4 6 . 8 m i l ) 
C a p a c i t o r s C 
C a p a c i t o r C , “ 
L o w e r G r o u n d P l a n e 
( l o c a t e d a t Z = 4 6 . 8 m i l ) 
F i g . 5.5 3D view of the IE3D model of capacitor C 
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C 
Port1 < I  
Fig. 5.6 Circuit model of two layers series capacitor C 
used in ADS simulator 
unbalanced port. The signal injected to the unbalanced port is reference to the ground. 
Fig.5.6 is the A D S capacitor model used for capacitance extraction. As shown in 
Fig. 5.5 and 5.6, the responses of A D S capacitor model fit to the ones simulated 
by IE3D simulator again. 
1 p  
0.9996 — 
m 0.9992 ^ ―  
云 0 . 9 9 8 8 
0.9984 - 一 — 
- ° - (ADS ) 
0.998 J L _  
2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 5 . 5 Amplitude responses of capacitor C 
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-65 -1 . 
？ - 7 � h t  
i -75 ^^^ttftj^  
I -8。 
i - 8 5 -——IE 3 D ) ^ ^ 
-90——-^(ADS)  
- 9 5 -I L  
2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 5 . 6 Phase responses of capacitor C 
The dimension of the conductors' plates of capacitors C and Ci and their capacitance 
extracted by ADS optimization tool are listed in Table. 5.2. The dimension are 
referenced as initial layout dimension of capacitors C and Ci of capacitor loaded 
coupled line balun. As mentioned earlier, the electric length of the short coupled 
line is 25°. The width of the short coupled line and spacing between coupled 
conductors are 4.785 mil and 3.8 mil respectively. 
Capaci tor Capaci tance Capaci tance Width of Length of 
To be achieved Extracted f rom Conductor plate Conductor plate 
(pF) A D S optimization (mil) (mil) 
tool (pF) 
C 1.1 1.10064 24.5 23 
Ci 1.7 1.7033 59 55 
Table 5.2 Extracted capacitance by ADS optimization tool 
and layout dimension of capacitors C and Ci 
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5.3 Layout and Simulation Result of 2.4 GHZ 
LTCC Capacitor Loaded Coupled-Line Balun 
The vertical structure of capacitor loaded coupled line balun is composed of 9 
Ferro A6-S L T C C tape layers (8 layers with tape thickness 7.6 mil and 1 layer with 
tape thickness 3.8mil) shown in Fig. 5.7 . All the tapes have a dielectric constant of 
5.9 and a loss tangent of 0.0063 at 2.4 G H Z . All conductive inks used on 'CondO' 
(Upper Ground Plane) Cond 9 i 64.6 mil (1.64 mm) 
L a y e r 9 , , 7 . 6 m i l 
C o n d 8 ； ； 5 7 m i l 
L a y e r 8 , , 7 . 6 m i l 
C o n d 7 ； ； 4 9 . 4 mi l 
L a y e r 7 ，， 7 . 6 m i l 
C o n d 6 ；; 4 1 . 8 mi l 
C o n d 5 ；: 3 . 8 m i l 出“ 
L a y e r 5 7 . 6 m i l 
C o n d 4 ；[ 3 0 . 4 mi l 
L a y e r 4 7 . 6 m i l 
C o n d 3 ； [ 2 2 . 8 mi l 
L a y e r 3 ” 7 . 6 m i l 
( L o w e r G r o u n d P l a n e ) C o n d 2 ‘ ^ 1 5 . 2 mi l 
L a y e r 2 7 . 6 mi l 
C o n d 1 J [ 7 . 6 mi l 
L a y e r 1 7 . 6 mi l 
Cond 0" • 0 mil 
Fig. 5.7 Vertical structure of capacitor loaded coupled line balun 
through 'Cond 9’ are 9|Lini silver with D C resistance no more than ImQ/sq. 
Conductive inks used on 'Cond 1’ through 'Con 9' are internal silver conductors 
while the ink used on 'Cond 0’ is solderable silver conductor and the balun can be 
soldered on Printed Circuit Board (PCB). Figure 5.7 shows the diagram for the 
vertical structure. 'Cond 2' and 'Cond 9’ are the conductor layers reserved for upper 
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C a p a c i t o r s C 
L o w e r G r o u n d P l a n e � \ 
( U p p e r G r o u n d P l a n e / J ^ H V � ^ a c 丨 t o r s C , 
/ …^…\ • 
^ . . . . . � … … … … • ~ B a l a „ c e c l P o r t 2 
“ ^ ^ " 2 2 4 m i �… — … � …t 衡 
( 5 . 6 9 m m ) � ^ 
a) 
U n b a l a n c e d 
V i a s ^ - _ _ _ S o l d e r i n g g r o u n d P a d 
( c o n n e c t e d to P C B g r o u n d p l a t e ) 
B a l a n c e d P o r t 1 
B a l a n c e d P o r t 2 b ) 
F i g . 5 . 8 Geometry of proposed 2.4 G H Z capacitor loaded coupled line balun 
in HFSS a) Top View b) Bottom View 
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and lower ground planes. 'Cond 5’ and ‘Cond 6，are the layers reserved for 
capacitor loaded coupled lines and capacitor C, the tape thickness between 'Cond 5, 
and ‘Cond 6，is 3.8 mil. 'Cond 0，is the bottommost layer level in the structure. A 
soldering ground plane, pads of balanced ports and unbalanced port (Fig. 5.8 b) are 
located on that layer. The soldering ground pad is connected to the lower ground 
planes by reels. Layers ‘Cond 3，，'Cond 4，，'Cond 7'and 'Cond 8’ are the layers 
reserved for capacitor Ci. 
Fig. 5.8 shows the layout geometry of the proposed 2.4 G H Z capacitor loaded 
coupled line balun in HFSS. The dimension of balun layout is 5.69mm -by- 7.95 m m 
(or 39.8° -by- 55.6°，in electrical wavelength). The height of substrate is 64.6 mil 
(1.64mm). In the layout, there are two ground planes, located at z = 15.2 mil and 
z = 64.6 mil, which enclosed the strip coupled conductors and capacitors. To 
further reduce the size of balun layout, instead of a serial connection, the two 
capacitor loaded coupled lines are placed in parallel and connected by a short 
transmission line (Fig. 5.8 a). To lower the coupling between the two capacitor 
loaded coupled lines, via hole fence are located on both sides of coupled lines [13]. 
The reel to reel separation is 20 mil As described in the schematic diagram of the 
proposed capacitor loaded coupled-line balun structure (Fig. 4.1)，three terminations 
of the two coupled lines are short-circuited. In the layout, the short-circuit 
terminations are implemented by via connection to lower or upper ground plane. 
Pads of unbalanced port and balanced ports are located on the bottommost layer (Fig. 
5.8 b) and are connected to the upper level layers through the via. The characteristic 
impedance of the pads are 50Q. The simulation response of the balun are obtained 
using Ansoft HFSS E M simulator. 
Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 show simulation result amplitude response of balun. The 
simulated insertion loss (Fig. 5.10) and return loss (Fig. 5.9) are less than -0.2 dB 
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and -15 dB respectively over the operation frequency bandwidth of 2.25 - 2.55 GHZ. 
The simulated amplitude imbalance between balanced outputs are within 0.4 dB. 
-5.00 r — — — 
I - 1 5 .。。— Z 二 二 
云-25.00 V T '  
V—t Return Loss S(11)— 
-35.00 — — — L y j J  
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 5.9 Simulated return loss of proposed balun 
-2.50 
-3.00 
I - 3 . 5 0 Z f Z 二 二 丝 
i -4.00 ^  
. 4 5 0 ‘ — |S(21)丨(dB)  
‘ + | S ( 3 1 ) | ( d B ) 
-5.00 
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 5 . 1 0 Simulated insertion loss of balanced ports of proposed balun 
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0 1 174.00 
I 172.00 ^ A n g ( S ( 2 1 ) ) - A n g ( S ( 3 1 ) )  
Q. 
170.00 L___ 
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . 5 . 1 1 Simulated phase balance performance of balanced ports of 
the proposed balun 
The simulated phase difference between balanced outputs (Fig.5.11) is almost 
176° over a wide frequency range. The overall simulated results demonstrate the 
validity of the proposed new balun structure. 
The proposed balun structure shown in Fig. 5.8 offer a good balun 
characteristic and satisfy the targeted specification. The physical size of balun 
layout (Fig. 5.8) is possible to be further reduced by flipping all the capacitors 
inwards. The second version balun layout is shown in Fig. 5.12. The dimension of 
balun layout is 5.69 mm-by- 4 m m (or 39.8° -by- 28°, in electrical wavelength). 
The vertical structure and architecture are the same as previous design. 
Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 show simulation result amplitude response of balun. 
The simulated insertion loss (Fig. 5.14) and return loss (Fig. 5.13) are less than 
-0.23 dB and 一 16.5 dB respectively over the operation frequency bandwidth of 
2.25 - 2.55 GHZ. The simulated amplitude imbalance between balanced outputs 
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224 mil 
( U p p e r G r o u n d P l a n e 
B a l a n c e d 
P o r t 1 ^ ^ S f t j ^ ^ B W 
^ ^ B B ^ H f r ^ B a l a n c e d C a p a c i t o r C , ^^^  
^ ^ P o r t 2 C a p a c i t o r C 
a) 
Unbalanced 
S o l d e r i n g g r o u n d P a d 
( c o n n e c t e d to P C B g r o u n d p l a t e ) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B a l a n c e d P o r t 2 
B a l a n c e d P o r t 1 
b) 
F i g . 5 . 1 2 Geometry of compact version of 2.4 G H Z capacitor loaded 
coupled line balun in HFSS 
a) Top View b) Bottom View 
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F i g . 5.13 Simulated return loss of compact version 
of capacitor loaded coupled line balun 
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F i g . 5 . 1 4 Simulated balanced ports insertion loss of 
capacitor loaded coupled line balun 
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Fig. 5.15 Simulated phase balance performance of balanced ports 
of capacitor loaded coupled line balun 
are within 0.39 dB. The simulated phase difference between balanced outputs 
(Fig. 5.15) is almost 176° over the targeted frequency band. Therefore , the 
compact version of capacitor loaded coupled line balun (Fig. 5.12) also satisfy the 
design specification again. 
With the regard to the variation of dielectric constant of substrate and layout 
dimension in LTCC fabrication process, sensitivity analysis with dimension variation 
of capacitor loaded coupled line balun LTCC layout (Fig. 5.8) is performed in this 
thesis and introduced in Appendix D. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work 
In this thesis, the main contribution is to propose a miniaturized balun 
structure by employing capacitor loaded short coupled line whose length is much 
shorter than — , and capacitors. The addition of capacitors are used to reduce the 
4 
length of coupled line. The length reduction of coupled line is about 70%，compared 
to the conventional quarter wavelength coupled line. The theory of capacitor loaded 
coupled line concept introduced in chapter 3 offers a high flexibility to design a 
balun as the electrical length of the short coupled line replaced for quarter 
wave-length one can be chosen manually. In chapter 5, capacitors loaded coupled 
line with electrical length, 25°, is chosen as the key component of balun, and the 
HFSS simulation result already demonstrated the validity of the proposed capacitor 
loaded coupled line balun structure. And,, the structure proposed can exhibit both a 
good amplitude balanced and input matching performance . 
This research proposed a new miniaturized balun structure. Future work may 
include: 
1) It is possible to design a smaller balun layout by using a substrate with 
dielectric constant (Er) higher than 5.9，as the area required for capacitor 
and length of coupled line can be smaller. 
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2) In this thesis, the validity of the proposed capacitor loaded coupled line 
is demonstrated by ADS circuit simulator. The capacitor loaded 
coupled line can be used in other passive microwave RF devices, such 
as power divider, branch-line coupler. 
3) An efficient optimization scheme for further improve the performance. 
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Appendix A Marchand Balun 
This section shows the full derivation of S-parameter of Marchand balun. Fig. 
A-1 shows the block diagram of Marchand balun, which consisted of two ideal 
coupled lines A and B. 
a ^ — OM e^dlineA — ^ 
Il , , • ^ ^ n ^ 
i c - , ^ 
I 、 一 / A ‘ \ 
( =bte) B^ancedPdts 
:  — I T ^ il ^ ^ 
1 ^ — — o — — • 一   I ^ 
、 — Oxi^ ledlineB — b箱 < 
F i g . A - 1 Block diagram of a symmetrical Marchand balun as 
two identical coupled lines 
The derivation of S-parameter of Marchand balun can be broken down into 2 stages. 
By breaking the cascade connection of coupled line A and coupled line B at point A , 
shown in Fig A-1, the characteristic of Marchand balun can be derived by analysis of 
coupled line A and coupled line B separately. 
I) Analysis on Coupled line A 
Fig. A-2 is the block diagram of coupled line A. Owing to the Marchand balun 
configuration, port 1 of coupled line A is terminated in short circuit and other ports 
are matched, a! = -bi, substitute (ai = -bi) into the conventional coupled line 
S-parameter matrix shown in (A-1). In this case, the scattering matrix become to the 
one in (A-2). 
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 — QMJedli^A 一   
晰 一 一 _ _ ^ 
——‘ ‘ 工 
J ^^ r 
Fig. A-2 Block diagram of coupled line A whose Porti is terminated by short circuit 
— •— _ 
0 c -j V T ^ 0 
[S]coupler C 0 0 -jVl-C 
- j V T ^ 0 0 c 
0 -jVi-C c 0 
一 • 
or 
—— I _ • — 
bi 0 C -j V l - C 0 a, 
b2 C 0 0 -jVl-C a2 
b3 -jVl-C 0 0 C a3 (A-1) 
b4 0 -jVl-C C 0 a4 
• ——' ^ ― 
— I —-1 | —  
biA 0 C -j V l - C 0 -biA 
b2A C 0 0 - j V r ^ a2A 
b3A -jVl-C 0 0 C asA (A-2) 
b4A 0 -jVl-C C 0 a4A 
一 — ' I —I I — 
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biA= c a2A- ycVl C asA (A-3a) 
b2A=-C b,A- a4A (A-3b) 
b3A= yCVl C biA + Ca4A (A-3c) 
b4A = - JC^|\ C a2A + c a3A (A-3d) 
substitute (A-3a) into (A-3c) and (A-3d), the S-parameters of the terminated coupled 
line A becomes a three-port S-matrix 
• I I" — . — — 一 1 1 . b2A jcvr^ -jVr^ a2A 
b3A = j V T ^ l - c 2 C asA 
b4A - j V l - C C 0 a4A 
- I t—•• ^ ^ J ___ 
The scattering matrix of short-circuit terminated coupled line A is: 
— . I 
-c2 j c V l - C - j V l - C Mil M i2 M i3 
[ S ] a = jVl-C L - c 2 C = M21 M22 M23 -jVi-C c 0 M31 M32 M33 
— —I I—  
(A-4) 
II) Analysis on Coupled line B 
Fig A-3 is the block diagram of coupled line B. Owing to the Marchand balun 
configuration. Its port 1 is terminated in open circuit, a! = bi while port 2 is 
terminated in short circuit, a2 = b： and other ports are matched, substitute (ai = bi & 
a2 = b2) into the conventional coupled line S-parameter matrix shown in (A-1). In 
this case, the scattering matrix becomes 
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( a , B = b i e ) 
^B - ~ — — , — ^ 
" " 一 ^ 1 
ar、....‘.、：:;、:,...... . :4\ 1 > z 
: : W ^ — • O • — a 肥 ‘ V 
^ ^ OxiiedlineB b肥 "" 
Fig. A-3 Block diagram of coupled line B whose Port2 and Port 3 are terminated by 
short circuit and open circuit respectively. 
• - • 1 • • • I . - I . . 
biB 0 C -j V l - C 0 biB 
b2B C 0 0 -jVl-C -b2B 
b3B - j V r ^ 0 0 C asB 
b4B 0 -jVl-C C 0 a4B 
biB= -C a2B- yCVl C ' asB (A-5a) 
b2B= c biB- ycVl C 348 (A-5b) 
b3B= -yCVl C biB + CSLAB (A-5C) 
b4B= yCVl C 328 + Ca3B (A-5d) 
By rearranging the equations (A-5a) - (A-5d), the S-parameters of the short and open 
circuit terminated coupled line B becomes a two-port S-matrix 
n 厂 （ 1 - C 2 ) 2C — 
b3 r ^ a3 
一 」 1 C2 1 C2 L _ 
‘ 
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The scattering matrix of short circuit and open circuit terminated coupled line B is: 
(1-C2) 2C 「\T XT n 
7" r Nil NI2 
1 1 
[S]B = = 
2C n 「2) 
r ^ ^ LN21 叫 ( A - 6 ) 
From (A-4) and A-6), five equations can be obtained: 
b2A= Mil a2A+Mi2 a3A + Mi3 a4A (A-7a) 
bsA = M21 a2A + M22 a3A + M23 a4A (A-7b) 
b4A = M31 a2A + M32 a3A + M33 a4A (A-7c) 
b3B = N 丨 1 a3B + N22 348 (A-7d) 
b4B = N21 a3B + N22 348 (A-7e) 
According to Fig. A-1, it is obvious the reflected wave, b4A，at the port 4 of coupled 
line A is just the incident wave, asB ,at the port 3 of coupled line B (i.e. a3B = b4A). 
Similarly, the reflected wave, bsB，at the port 3 of coupled line B is just the incident 
wave, a4A，at the port 4 of coupled line A, (i.e. a4A = bse). 
Substitute the two conditions into equations (A-7a) to (A-7e) and rearranging the 
equations, finally, we have 3 new equations: 
I-M33N 丨丨 I-M33N 丨丨 N^i 
+ M.3M33N,N.. + M,3M33N 丨丨 2N22 
I-M33N 丨丨 N22(1-M33N 丨 y 
I-M33N11 I-M33N,, 
(M23 N , M,3 M 3 3 - 二 二 〈 ， a 4 B ( A - 8 b ) 
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, ,Nj.M,, 、 ， M „ N „ 、 
b4B= (1 ^ )a2A+(i 、21 ) a3A + 
1-M33NI, I-M33N,丨 
( n A/f XT 、 袖 (A-8c) 
(I-M33NH) 
Then substitute (A-4) and (A-6) into (A-8a), (A-8b) and (A-8c), the S-parameters of 
Marchand balun can be determined: 
, 1 3C' y2CVl C y2cVl C 
b2A T ^ - r ^ - 1 a2A 
L _ y2CVl C 1 2C' 
b3A = 1 C2 r ^ r ^ a3A 
L jlCyll 2C' 1 C 
D4B : r r a4B 
1 C' 1 1 C 
The scattering matrix of Marchand Balun is: 
1 3C' jlCyll C 
1 C 1 C 1 C 
[ S ]Marchand Balun = jlC^yk C_ \_C __ (A-9) 
1 Cx 1 O 1 Lx 
j2C�\ 2C' 1 C 
1 1 C 1 C 
To achieve optimum power transfer of -3dB to each of balanced ports (Port2 and 
Port3), we require IS21I = IS31I From (A-9), it is determined that IS21I and 
V2 
IS31I equal to 〇「2CVl C _，, equivalent them to each other，we 
1 C^ 1 C2 
have 
2CVl = 丄 
1 c^ V2 
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Take square on both side, we have 
4C2(1 =丄 
1 2 C ' C 一 2 
9C' 6 C ' 1 0 
C = or C =-去(rejected) 
Therefore, the required coupling factor for designing a Marchand Balun is 0.5774. 
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Appendix B Reconstruction of S-Matrix for 
a 3-Port Using Measurement at 
only Two Ports 
According to Davidovitz's paper [8], a complete S-parameter characterization 
of a 3-port device can be extracted from vector network analyser measurements made 
on only two of its ports. The third port is terminated with three known standards. 
Fig. B-1 is a diagram of three-port network. Ports “1” and "2" of a 3-port are 
for measurement access. Port "3"is terminated in a series of three known loads (most 
commonly loads: Open, Short, and 50 : )，represented by reflection coefficients *a 
where A = A，B，C is the measurement set index. With terminated by three different 
• 
o — o 
Three-port 
1 Network 
0 3 0 
<— — 
Kl 
r X T 
F i g . B - 1 Three-port network with termination at the third port 
Kl = hi �I 
S^ij ^ij L , o，《3 h * ^ ； 1，2 
F i g . B - 2 Measured 2-Port S-parameter of balun terminated 
the 3rd port by 3 different loads, (i.e. A = A, B, C) 
(A - 2-port measurement terminated by 50 Q load; 
B - 2-port measurement terminated by open load; 
C - 2-port measurement terminated by short load). 
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loads, three two-port measurement have to be done. The corresponding measured 
two-port parameters are defined as follows: 
Through algebraic manipulation, the relationships between the measured and 
the 3-port S-parameters is as follows [8]: 
c _ f v - v Y r - r ) 
、 - r - r u where U= ^ 
C _ 4- I ^/tll ~ '^ 511 , 
where ； - 从 J 
(The polarity of S13 of has to be decided in common sense) 
Once Si3 and S33 are determined, S23 and Sn can be obtained by following equations 
f c _ C A 
S — 4^12 O 
23 o 13 
V  1 一 y 
C _ C 
 -  1 1 - - ~ T T T 
Finally, S12 and S22 can be obtained with the substitution of S23 and Sn 
C — c 知「ff  
—  2 2 --
1 一 上 《 
C _ c 
 一  1 2 一 ~ ^ T " ^ 
With the assumption of symmetry of the scattering matrices, therefore, we have 
S21 = S,2 ； S32 = S23； S3, = Si3； S32 = S23 and S31 = S13. 
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Once all the elements are determined, the 3-port scattering matrix can be successfully 
constructed from 2-port measurement as below. 
Sll Si2 Si3 
s balun = S21 S22 S23 
S31 S32 S33 
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Appendix C Renormalization of Balun 
S-Matrix with Load Termination 
Zl from Balun S-Matrix with 
Load Termination Zo 
In practice, the most common balun whose source and load impedance are 
50 : . However, in some applications (e.g. Balanced diode mixer application), balun 
with load impedance differ from 50 : is essential. When balun load terminations 
are changed from Z。(most commly 50 : ) to Z\ (any load other from -50 : load), S 
matrix of the balun with load termination Z\�[S](Load = zi), is possibly to be modified 
from the balun S-matrx with load termination Z。，[S](Load = z。)’ by the following 
matrix equation [3], [9]: 
[S](L。ad=Zl) = [ A ] " \ [ S ] ( L o a d = Z o ) - [ H ) ( [I] " [T] [S](Load= Zo) ) " ' [ A ] 
where [I] is the identity matrix, while [A] and [r] are given by 
1 0 0 
0 2^2,2。 0 
[A] = Z 丨 Z。 
0 0 2 机Z。  
_ Z, z。一 
0 0 0 
and [r] = 0 Z, Zo 0 
Z 丨 Z , 
7 7 
0 0 ^ 
L Zl z j 
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1广mw S-wntrir u>ifh /^ .-mmarfnrT 7n  
(aiA= "tV) 
a , A - > Coupled I丨ne A — � 
丄 丨 … “ < 7 
I 丨 丨 - 。 狄 卞   \ 
4 • 、 一 丄 \ 
Balanced Ports 
biB— 一 、 / 
a j B - ^ ^ ^ Porta 
< 0 • 一 > 
� — Co^jledlineB — b犯 > 
Fig.C-1 Block diagram of Marchand balun with load impedance 
Zi and source impedance Z。(Zi can be different from Z。） 
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Appendix D Sensitivity analysis for capacitor 
loaded coupled line balun 
Variation of the dielectric constant of substrate and layout dimension in LTCC 
fabrication is an unavoidable problem in any LTCC device manufacturers. Therefore, 
sensitivity analysis with dimension variation on LTCC layout is valuable to be 
performed. 
For the case of capacitor loaded coupled line balun, sensitivity analysis of three 
parameters (substrate dielectric constant, width of strip coupled line and spacing of 
strip coupled line) were made in this section. 
A) Variation of Substrate dielectric constant 
According to the specification of Ferro Electronic Material, the dielectric 
constant of L T C C tape A6-S is 5.9 +/- 0.2. Fig. D-1 and Fig. D-2 show return loss 
0 -1 
-5 
1〇 ^ ir^^^o^H；—  
i -20 々 ； > 1 
-25 Y V ^ Z 一 二 5 .厂 
-30 ^ f Er 二 5.9 — 
W_ —*—Er = 6.1 
-35 H 1  
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Frequency (GH23 
F i g . D - 1 Return Loss performance with 2 % tolerance of substrate 
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dielectric constant 
and insertion loss of capacitor loaded coupled line balun with 2 % tolerance substrate 
dielectric constant. For the return loss, the center frequency of 2.4 G H Z is shifted 
by 75 M M Z in the cases of +/2 tolerance. For the insertion loss, the magnitude 
difference between balanced ports are almost the same in all cases, however, there is a 
0.2 dB difference of insertion loss of either port 2 or port 3 between the case of 
dielectric constant of 5.7 (-2% tolerance ) and 6.1 (+2% tolerance). 
-2.5 1 
— - 4 
OT —^|S(21)| (epr = 5.7)…|S(31)| (epr = 5.7) 
_ -4.5 - + -|S(21)| (epr = 5.9)-^|S(31)| (epr = 5.9)  
-^|S(21)| (epr = 6.1) |S(31)| (epr = 6.1) 
-5 J 1 1 1 . 
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . D - 2 Insertion Loss performance with 2 % tolerance of 
substrate dielectric constant 
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B) Variation of width of Coupled line conductors 
The width of coupled line conductors is the parameter with second smallest 
dimension (i.e. 4.05 mil) in the capacitor loaded coupled line balun design. And , 
variation of the conductor width by +/-5% is made in this section as well. Fig. D-3 
and Fig. D-4 show return loss and insertion loss of capacitor loaded coupled line 
balun with 5 % tolerance of width of coupled line conductor. According to the return 
loss performance of the balun, the centre frequency of 2.4 G H Z is shifted 
by 50 M M Z in the cases of +/2 tolerance. For the insertion loss, the magnitude 
-5 ^ 
. - 1 0 」 ^ ^ ^ 1 
. - 1 5 
« -25 \ \ V. (epr 二 5.7) | 
3q \ \ y f — |S(11)| (epr = 5.9) _ 
- 一 |S(11)| (epr = 6.1) 一 
-35 -I 1  
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Frequency (GHZ) 
Fig. D-3 Return Loss performance with 5 % tolerance of 
width of coupled line conductors 
For the return loss, the centre frequency of 2.4 G H Z is shifted by 75 M M Z in the 
case of +2 tolerance. For the insertion loss, both the magnitude difference between 
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balanced ports and insertion loss are almost the same in all cases, 
-2,5 1 
~ ^ | S ( 2 1 ) | (-2% tolerance) 一 - - | S ( 3 1 ) | (-2% tolerance) 
— - 4 d _ 
‘ — | S ( 2 1 ) | (original dimension) — | S ( 3 1 ) | (original dimension) 
-H—|S(21) | (+2% tolerance) |S(31)| (+2% tolerance) 
-4 5 J 1 ^ 1  
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . D-4 Insertion Loss performance with 5 % tolerance of 
width of coupled line conductors 
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C) Variation of separation of coupled line conductors 
Similar to the variation of conductors' width, a +/-5% tolerance analysis 
was also made. Fig. D-5 and Fig. D-6 show return loss and insertion loss of capacitor 
loaded coupled line balun with +/-5% tolerance of spacing between coupled line 
conductors. The insertion and return loss performance are very close to the ones 
of conductor width sensitivity analysis, except that there is a larger deviation (i.e. 0.35 
dB) of insertion loss with +/-5% tolerance of spacing from the original spacing 
dimension (i.e. 3.8 mil). 
0 "I I  
一 |S(11)| (-2% tolerance) 
-5 - —— 
； ^ " •~ |S(11) | (orginal dimension) 
m " ^ ^ ^ 、 ..° .|S(11)I (-2%tolerance) 
” = 芒 = 
_ 3 。 — — 考 1 
-35 J 1 
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Frequency (GHZ) 
F i g . D - 5 Return Loss performance with 5 % tolerance of width 
of coupled line conductors 
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-2.5 "I I 
i 
-3 1 
i 二 丨 
^ -4 1 
资 , _ ^ _ | S ( 2 1 ) | (-2% tolerance) ：…|S(31)| (-2% tolerance) 
-4.5 —4—|S(21) | (orginal dimension) — ^ | S ( 3 1 ) | (orginal d imens ion ) -
|S(21)| (+2% tolerance) |(S(31)| (+2% tolerance) 
-5 -i 1 H 1 i 
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
Frequency (GHZ) 
Fig. D-6 Insertion loss performance with 5 % tolerance of 
spacing of coupled line conductors 
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